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Porphyrys rhetoric: texts and translation 
MALCOLM HEATH (UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS) 
ABSTRACT: This paper provides a working text and translation of the testimonia 
and fragments relevant to Porphyrys contributions to rhetorical theory. 
 This paper collects, in Greek and in English translation, the testimonia and 
fragments relevant to Porphyrys contributions to rhetorical theory. It may be 
viewed as a supplement to Smiths edition of the fragments (1993), which is very 
selective in its coverage of the rhetorical fragments. It is also intended to 
complement the study of Porphyrys rhetoric in Heath (2003a),
1
 which provides 
an introduction to and detailed commentary on the material assembled here, but 
which (for reasons of space) could not include a text or translation.  
The testimonia and fragments vary considerably in the directness of the 
evidence they provide for Porphyrys work. In one case we have an extensive 
extract from Porphyrys own theoretical writings (F7); in most others we have 
brief reports of or allusions to his theories in the words of others. In some cases 
there is doubt about the full extent of Porphyrys contribution. It is impossible to 
determine how much of Porphyry there is in the multiply sourced F15, and the 
suspicion that he has contributed more to F9 than the authors fleeting 
acknowledgement suggests cannot be proven. On the other hand, Porphyry is 
identified as a source of F2, which does not name him, by a convincing inference. 
This paper offers a working, rather than a properly critical, text. I have not 
undertaken any new work on the manuscripts; nor do I reproduce the information 
given in the apparatus to standard editions. In the case of extracts from volume 4 
of Walzs Rhetores Graeci I have selectively reported the collations of Py 
published by Kowalski (1940-6, 1947). Suggested improvements to the text in 
extracts from this and other volumes of Walz not otherwise attributed are (to the 
best of my knowledge) my own; but for reasons that will be obvious to anyone 
who has used them, I have not thought it feasible to try to cure all the problems 
posed by these badly transmitted and badly edited texts. Walzs erratic punctuation 
has been subjected to extensive tacit revision. In F15 I have placed parallel 
passages from other sources in a separate column to the right of the Greek text, to 
facilitate close comparison; in each case the source (usually the Anonymus 
Seguerianus) is identified at the end of the relevant extract.  
The notes to the translation provide a very limited amount of explanatory 
comment on the content of the fragments. Readers should consult the article cited 
above for more detailed discussion of the rhetorical theory which they embody, 
and their place in Porphyrys writings on rhetoric. 
 
1
 Some addenda and corrigenda are given in the Additional Note at the end of the present paper. 
The research for this paper was completed with the support of a British Academy Research 
Readership. 
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1. Texts 
Biographical and bibliographical evidence 
B1 Eunapius Lives of the Sophists  
(a) 4.1.1f. (6.11-13 Giangrande): tucën dā tÁj proshkoÚshj paide…aj, ¢n£ te 
œdrame tosoàton kaˆ ™pšdwken, æj Logg…nou mān Ãn ¢kroat»j kaˆ ™kÒsmei 
tÕn did£skalon ™ntÕj Ñl…gou crÒnou ...  
(b) 4.1.1.4 (6.21-24): par' ™ke…nJ d¾ t¾n ¥kran ™paideÚeto paide…an, 
grammatikÁj te e„j ¥kron ¡p£shj, ésper ™ke‹noj, ¢fikÒmenoj kaˆ 
·htorikÁj: pl¾n Óson oÙk ™p' ™ke…nhn œneuse, filosof…aj ge p©n edoj 
™kmattÒmenoj ...  
(c) 4.2.2-3 (9.11-19): ... oÙdān dā paide…aj edoj paraleloipèj. œsti goàn 
¢porÁsai kaq' ˜autÕn kaˆ qaum£sai, t… ple‹Òn ™sti tîn ™spoudasmšnwn, 
pÒteron t¦ e„j Ûlhn ·htorik¾n te…nonta, À t¦ e„j grammatik¾n ¢kr…beian 
fšronta, À Ósa tîn ¢riqmîn ½rthtai, À Ósa neÚei prÕj gewmetr…an, À Ósa 
prÕj mousik¾n ·špei. t¦ dā e„j filosof…an, oÙdā t¦ perˆ lÒgouj 
katalhptÒn, oÜte tÕ ºqikÕn ™fiktÕn lÒgJ: tÕ dā fusikÕn kaˆ qeourgÕn 
teleta‹j ¢fe…sqw kaˆ musthr…oij: oÛtw pantomigšj ti prÕj ¤pasan ¢ret¾n 
Ð ¢n¾r aÙtÕj crÁm£ ti gšgonen.  
(d) 4.3 (10.11-13): kat¦ toÚtouj Ãsan toÝj crÒnouj kaˆ tîn ·htorikîn oƒ 
™p' 'Aq»nhsi proestîtej PaàlÒj te kaˆ 'AndrÒmacoj ™k Sur…aj.  
B2 Eusebius Praep. Evang. 10.3 (Porphyry 408F Smith) 
Porfur…ou perˆ toà klšptaj enai toÝj “Ellhnaj, ¢pÕ toà prètou tÁj 
FilolÒgou 'Akro£sewj: t¦ Platèneia ˜stiîn ¹m©j Logg‹noj 'Aq»nhsi 
kšklhken ¥llouj te polloÝj kaˆ NikagÒran tÕn sofist¾n kaˆ Maora, 
'ApollèniÒn te tÕn grammatikÕn kaˆ Dhm»trion tÕn gewmštrhn Pros»nhn 
te tÕn PeripathtikÕn kaˆ tÕn StwŽkÕn Kallišthn. meq' ïn ›bdomoj aÙtÕj 
katakline…j, toà de…pnou prokÒptontoj ka… tinoj zht»sewj perˆ 'EfÒrou ™n 
to‹j ¥lloij genomšnhj ... 
B3 Suda P2098 
PorfÚrioj, Ð kat¦ Cristianîn gr£yaj, Öj kur…wj ™kale‹to BasileÚj: 
TÚrioj, filÒsofoj, maqht¾j 'Amel…ou toà Plwt…nou maqhtoà, did£skaloj 
dā 'Iambl…cou, gegonëj ™pˆ tîn crÒnwn AÙrhlianoà kaˆ parate…naj ›wj 
Dioklhtianoà toà basilšwj. œgraye bibl…a p£mpleista, filÒsof£ te kaˆ 
·htorik¦ kaˆ grammatik£. Ãn dā kaˆ Logg…nou toà kritikoà ¢kroas£menoj. 
Perˆ qe…wn Ñnom£twn a/, Perˆ ¢rcîn b/, Perˆ Ûlhj $/, Perˆ yucÁj prÕj 
BÒhqon e/, Perˆ ¢pocÁj ™myÚcwn d/, Perˆ toà Gnîqi sautÕn d/, Perˆ 
¢swm£twn, Perˆ toà m…an enai t¾n Pl£twnoj kaˆ 'Aristotšlouj a†resin 
z/, E„j t¾n 'Ioulianoà toà Calda…ou filosÒfon ƒstor…an ™n bibl…oij d/, 
Kat¦ Cristianîn lÒgouj ie/, Perˆ tÁj `Om»rou filosof…aj, PrÕj 
'Aristotšlhn <perˆ> toà enai t¾n yuc¾n ™ntelšceian, FilolÒgou ƒstor…aj 
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bibl…a e/, Perˆ gšnouj kaˆ e‡douj kaˆ diafor©j kaˆ „d…ou kaˆ 
sumbebhkÒtoj, Perˆ tîn kat¦ P…ndaron toà Ne…lou phgîn, Perˆ tÁj ™x 
`Om»rou çfele…aj tîn basilšwn bibl…a i/, Summ…ktwn zhthm£twn z/, E„j tÕ 
Qoukud…dou proo…mion, PrÕj 'Ariste…dhn z/, E„j t¾n Minoukianoà tšcnhn, 
kaˆ ¥lla ple‹sta, kaˆ m£lista ¢stronomoÚmena, ™n oŒj kaˆ E„sagwg¾n 
¢stronomoumšnwn ™n bibl…oij tris…, kaˆ Grammatik¦j ¢por…aj. oátÒj ™stin 
Ð PorfÚrioj Ð t¾n kat¦ Cristianîn ™fÚbriston glîssan kin»saj.  
Testimonia and fragments 
F1a Sopater RG 5.9.14-22 (Porphyry 415F Smith) 
Ð dā PorfÚrioj ¢pologoÚmenoj Øpār toà Minoukianoà tÕ aÙtÕ œgklhma 
™gkaloumšnou (kaˆ g¦r ™ke‹noj e„pën Óti Ð ·»twr ™re‹ p©n z»thma 
politikÒn, oÙ prosed…daxen oÜte t…j Ð ·»twr oÜte t…j ¹ ·htorik») taÚthn 
t¾n ¢polog…an prote…netai, ¼tij kaˆ Øpār `Ermogšnouj ¡rmÒsei lšgesqai. 
fhsˆ g¦r Óti oÙ perˆ p£shj2 tÁj ·htorikÁj diel£mbanen, ¢ll¦ perˆ mÒnou 
toà dikanikoà kaˆ sumbouleutikoà. perittÕn oân mšrouj ™xštasin 
poioÚmenon perˆ p£shj lšgein tÁj tšcnhj.3  
F1b ?Marcellinus PS 293.14-26 (Porphyry 415bF Smith) 
™mšmyanto dš tinej tÕn `Ermogšnhn, di¦ t… tšcnhn ·htorik¾n mšllwn 
suggr£fein tÕn Óron aÙtÁj prÒ ge p£ntwn oÙk ¢podšdwken. ka… fhsi 
PorfÚrioj Óti triîn Ôntwn tîn tÁj ·htorikÁj e„dîn, sumbouleutikoà ka‹ 
dikanikoà ka‹ panhgurikoà, tÕ panhgurikÕn oÙc Øpop…ptei tù perˆ tîn 
st£sewn lÒgJ, ™peid¾ aƒ mān st£seij ¢mfibol…an œcousin 
¢mfisbhtoumšnwn pragm£twn, t¦ d' ™gkèmia Ðmologoumšnwn aÜxhsin 
¢gaqîn. toà to…nun panhgurikoà Øpexairoumšnou e‡douj ¢telāj ¨n e‡h tÕ 
t¾j ·htorikÁj: oƒ dā Óroi oÙ tîn ¢telîn ¢ll¦ tîn tele…wn e„sˆ 
pragm£twn. di¦ toutÒ, fhs…, ·htorikÁj oÙk ¢podšdwken Óron æj oÙ perˆ 
p£shj dialamb£nwn ™n taÚtV tÍ pragmate…v. 
F1c Athanasius PS 181.13-15 (Porphyry 415aF Smith) 
oÙ g¦r paradektšon t¾n Porfur…ou ¢polog…an Øpār Minoukianoà kaˆ perˆ 
`Ermogšnouj. 
F2a Sopater RG 5.5.28-8.30  
[5.28] dialabÒntaj oân ¹m©j perˆ toà Ðpo…a tšcnh ™st…n, ¢nagka‹on kaˆ 
ÐpÒqen ½rxato kaˆ Âken dialabe‹n. Ãn mān ¥nwqen par¦ to‹j qeo‹j. toàtÒ 
fasin “Omhron ™nde…knusqai lšgonta, `oƒ dā qeoˆ p¦r Zhnˆ kaq»menoi 
ºgorÒwnto' [Iliad 4.1]. ½kmase dā ™n to‹j ¼rwsi. kaˆ Ð mān Pl£twn kaˆ 
toÜnoma aÙtÁj4 ™k toÚtou d…dwsi, par¦ tÕ e‡rein kaˆ lšgein: toÝj g¦r 
                                                 
2
 taÚthj Walz. For the correction cf. 26f. (Óti perˆ p£shj tšcnhj dialamb£netai), PS 293.25 
(F1b). 
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¼rwaj dialektikoÝj ode kaˆ ·htorikoÚj [Cratylus 398de]. fa…netai dā kaˆ Ð 
poiht¾j panto‹a e„dëj ·htorikÁj parade…gmata. tÕn mān g¦r tacÝn kaˆ 
sÚntomon kaˆ ¢podeiktikÕn ·»tor£ fhsi lšgein `nif£dessin Ómoia' [Iliad 
3.222], kaˆ tÕn puknÕn kaˆ sÚntomon, oÙdān dā Âtton ¢podeiktikÒn, `paàra 
mān, ¢ll¦ m£la ligšwj' [Iliad 3.214]: oden dā t¾n ¢tax…an tÁj dhmagwg…aj 
kaˆ toÝj ¢diakr…twj kaˆ ¢tšcnwj lšgontaj, Ðpo‹o… potš e„sin, ésper tÕn 
Qers…thn, `Ój ·' œpea fresˆn Îsin ¥kosm£ te poll£ te Édh' [Iliad 2.213].  
[6.12] kaˆ prîtÒn ge ¡p£ntwn genšsqai fasˆ par' 'Aqhna…oij lÒgon e„pe‹n 
kathgorikÒn, kathgoroànta Qhsša ™pˆ tù qan£tJ `IppolÚtou, metaxÝ dā 
sbesqÁnai. tîn g¦r turann…dwn ™n ta‹j pÒlesi genomšnwn ¢nagka…wj ¹ 
·htorik¾ prÕj ™leuqer…an spoud£zousa kaˆ ™nant…a oâsa ta‹j turann…sin 
œgklhm£ te Ãn kaˆ ™pik…ndunon g…nesqai. ™n dā Sikel…v lšgetai F£larin 
dhmagwgikÕn lÒgon e„pe‹n kaˆ Øpagagšsqai tÕ plÁqoj piqanÒthti, éste 
kaˆ e„j turann…da ™lqe‹n.  
[6.20] met¦ dā taàta KÒrax prîton ¡p£ntwn sunest»sato didaskal…an 
perˆ ·htorikÁj: oƒ g¦r prÕ aÙtoà ™pithdeÚontej t¾n tšcnhn æj ™mpeir…v 
tinˆ kaˆ ™pimele…v crèmenoi ™pet»deuon, kaˆ oÛtwj5 mān oÙ met¦ lÒgou 
kaˆ a„t…aj, oÙdā tšcnhj tinÒj. toÚtou dā toà KÒrakoj Tis…aj gšgone 
maqht¾j, perˆ oá lšgetai toioàtÒn ti: Tis…an sunqšsqai tù KÒraki cil…aj 
dracm¦j ¹n…ka ¨n ™n dikasthr…J ¢gwnizÒmenoj t¾n prèthn n…khn 
nik»seien: Ôntoj dā presbutšrou toà KÒrakoj oÙ proÇei ™n dikasthr…J, 
™pˆ tù tÍ teleutÍ toà KÒrakoj kerd©nai t¦j ™paggel…aj. ™gr£yato oân 
aÙtÕn Ð KÒrax cršoj, kaˆ toàto mÒnon epe to‹j dikasto‹j, Óti `™¦n ¹tthqÍ 
moi Tis…aj t¾n toà cršouj graf»n Ñfe…lei moi doànai t¦j cil…aj: t¾n g¦r 
prèthn d…khn nen…khke kat¦ t¾n sunq»khn.' Ð dā Tis…aj tÕ ™nant…on 
¢pekr…nato lšgwn, Óti `e„ mān ¹tt»qhn t¾n toà cršouj graf»n, oÙk Ñfe…lw 
doànai, nen…khka g¦r t¾n toà cršouj graf»n.'6 toioÚtwn g¦r ¢pokr…sewn 
·hqeisîn e„j ¢por…an mān Ãlqon oƒ dikasta…, ™bÒhsan dā `kakoà KÒrakoj 
kakÕn çÒn.'  
[7.9] zÁloj oân e„j toÚtouj polÝj tÁj tšcnhj gšgone, kaˆ Gorg…aj Ð 
Leont‹noj kat¦ presbe…an ™lqën 'Aq»nhsi t¾n tšcnhn t¾n suggrafe‹san 
par' aÙtoà ™kÒmisen, kaˆ aÙtÕj ˜tšran prosšqhke: kaˆ met' aÙtÕn 
'Antifîn Ð `RamnoÚsioj, Ð Qoukud…dou did£skaloj lšgetai tšcnhn gr£yai, 
met¦ taàta dā 'Isokr£thj Ð ·»twr. kaˆ p©sai mān aátai dhmagwgikaˆ 
tšcnai e„s…n, oÙdān perˆ st£sewn œcousai kef£laion À toÚtwn tîn nàn 
™pithdeuomšnwn, piqanÒthtoj dš tinoj, pîj de‹ dÁmon Øpagagšsqai. kaˆ Óti 
mān crîntai lšgontej oƒ palaioˆ tšcnV, æmolÒghtai: fa…nontai g¦r t¦j 
aÙt¦j Øpoqšseij ™n diafÒroij lÒgoij kaˆ diafÒroij ·hto‹j ·»torej ¢eˆ 
Ðmo…wj meletîntej, kaˆ t¾n stocastik¾n ¢eˆ stocastikîj kaˆ to‹j aÙto‹j 
kefala…oij, kaˆ t¾n pragmatik¾n to‹j tÁj pragmatikÁj: dÁlon oân æj 
paradÒsei tinˆ taàta ™g…nwskon. aƒ mān oân grafe‹sai perˆ toÚtwn oÙ 
diel£mbanon. Óti dā kaˆ dikanikaˆ tšcnai Ãsan gegrammšnai par' aÙtîn 
                                                 
5
 oátoj Walz: corr. Radermacher (1951) 16. oátoi Gercke (1897) 345. 
6
 For the problem in this passage see n.48 below. 
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dhlo‹ 'Isokr£thj lšgwn: `loipÕn dā ¹m‹n e„sin oƒ prÕ ¹mîn gegonÒtej kaˆ 
t¾n kaloumšnhn tšcnhn suggr£yai tolm»santej, oÞj oÙk ¢fetšon 
¢nepitim»touj, o† tinej oÜte œscon tÕ7 dik£zesqai did£skein, ™klex£menoi 
tÕ dusceršsteron tîn nohm£twn' [13.19]. aátai mšntoi aƒ dikanikaˆ tšcnai 
oÙdamoà sèzontai. e‡te oân ™n aÙta‹j t¦ kef£laia taàta kaˆ aƒ st£seij 
™peno»qhsan, e‡te kaˆ ¥llwj ™k didaskal…aj aÙt¦ paršlabon, dÁlon Óti 
aÙtoˆ tšcnV metÇesan, kaˆ dÁlÒn ™stin ¢f' ïn t¦j Øpoqšseij p£ntej 
Ðmo…wj melet»santej fa…nontai.  
[8.5] ½kmase dā kaq' Øperbol¾n ™n tÍ dhmagwg…v kat¦ tÕn Dhmosqšnouj 
kairÕn ¹ ·htorik». met¦ dā taàta ™pˆ tÁj 'Antip£trou basile…aj, ¹n…ka 
`Uper…dhj mān ™glwssotom»qh, Dhmosqšnhj dā ¢pšqanen, ™nen»konta dā kaˆ 
Ñktë lšgontai ™kdoqÁnai ™x 'Aqhnîn ·»torej, p£mpolloi dā ¢pÕ p£shj tÁj 
`Ell£doj, foberÕn [dā] tÕ tÁj ·htorikÁj gšgonen, kaˆ ¹m£rthtai tîn 
Makedonikîn kakîn katecÒntwn t¾n `Ell£da. ¹n…ka dā ¹ `Rwma…wn 
½kmasen ¢rc¾ kaˆ polite…a sèfrwn katšsce t¦j pÒleij m£lista ™pˆ 
'Adrianoà kaˆ 'Antwn…nou, ·htorikîn kaˆ filolÒgwn basilšwn, aâqij aƒ 
tšcnai sunet£qhsan. fa…netai mān g¦r kaˆ Ð Kikšrwn kaˆ œti toÚtwn 
presbÚteroj ín taÚthn t¾n ·htorik¾n tšcnhn ™pist£menoj, ™x ïn dÁlon Óti 
™sèzeto.  
[8.18] tîn dā nàn feromšnwn tecnikÕj prîtoj LollianÕj fa…netai ˜pt¦ 
mÒnaj st£seij e„pèn, kaˆ `ErmagÒraj met' aÙtÕn pšnte,8 met¦ toÚtouj Ð 
MinoukianÒj. lšgetai dā prîtoj Ð MinoukianÕj e„j t¦j dekatre‹j st£seij 
diele‹n, kaˆ ÑnÒmata ¢pÕ toà skopoà tÁj ¢polog…aj poi»sasqai. met¦ dā 
toàton `Ermogšnhj ™gšneto, gšnei mān ™k Tarsoà tÁj Kilik…aj, uƒÕj 
Kall…ppou neèteroj, sfÒdra taÚthn t¾n tšcnhn sunqe…j: lšgetai g¦r 
Ñktwkaidekašthj proselqe‹n 'Adrianù tù basile‹ lšgwn, `¼kw soi basileà 
·»twr paidagwgoÚmenoj, ·»twr ¹lik…aj deÒmenoj' [Philostratus Lives of the 
Sophists 2.7 (577-8)]. genÒmenoj dā e‡kosi pšnte ™tîn lšgetai pantelîj 
™kstÁnai, éste kaˆ ¢gnoÁsai § aÙtÕj sunšqhken.  
F2b Anon. PS 59.21-60.17 
e„ ™k qeoà p©n ¢gaqÒn, ™k qeoà kaˆ ¹ ·htorik»: ¢gaqÕn g¦r oâsa ™k qeoà 
™stin. e„ ™n qeo‹j ¹ ·htorik», fa…netai “Omhroj lšgwn, `oƒ dā qeoˆ p¦r 
Zhnˆ kaq»menoi ºgorÒwnto' [Iliad 4.1], Ó ™sti tÁj ·htorikÁj. e… ™n ¼rwsin, æj 
“Omhroj, `œpea nif£desin ™o…kota' [Iliad 3.222]. Óti ¢pÕ tîn ¹rèwn <...> ™n 
Sikel…v eØršqh Fal£ridoj ™pask»santoj tÕ lšgein. eta KÒrax kaˆ 
Tis…aj, Ð maqht¾j aÙtoà. eta Gorg…aj Ð Leont‹noj e„j 'Aq»naj <™lqën> 
kaˆ 'Isokr£thj œgrayan tšcnaj kaˆ meg£loi ™gšnonto kaˆ ™p…shmon tÕ tÁj 
·htorikÁj Ônoma ™po…hsan ™n tÍ `Ell£di. Óti kat¦ t¦ Makedonik¦ ™sbšsqh 
tÕ tîn ·htÒrwn Ônoma kaˆ feuktÕn kaˆ barÝ kaˆ Ðlok…ndunon ™dÒkei. 
'Ant…patroj dā ™x 'Aqhnîn ·»toraj ¢pškteine b kaˆ r <...> ™k p£shj tÁj 
`Ell£doj. œpeita ¢kmas£ntwn tîn `RwmaŽkîn pragm£twn `ErmagÒraj 
                                                 
7
 oÜte œscon tÕ: Isocrates text reads Øpšsconto. 
8
 Comparison with RG 5.79.10-15 and PS 60.13-15 (F2b) shows that the two names have been 
accidentally transposed here. See Gloeckner (1901) 52f. 
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œgraye politik¾n tšcnhn kaˆ LollianÒj. `ErmagÒraj st£seij oden ˜pt£, 
LollianÕj dā pšnte. prîtoj dā MinoukianÕj ™xšqeto perˆ tîn ig/ st£sewn. 
œpeita genÒmenoj Ð `ErmÒgenhj toÚtou pollÁj ¢safe…a katšgnw, aÙtÕj dā 
met¦ ¢kr…beiaj ™xšqeto æj toà Minoukianoà prokr…nesqai. 
F3 Nicolaus Progymnasmata 55.18-20 Felten 
diÕ Øp' ™ke‹na t¦ par¦ tù KornoÚtJ ÑnomazÒmena kaˆ Porfur…J ¤panta 
cr¾ peir©sqai ¢n£gein t¦ pr£gmata.9  
F4a Syrianus 2.14.9-14 (Porphyry 416F Smith) 
diÒper kalîj kaˆ Ð PorfÚrioj ™n tÍ perˆ tîn st£sewn tšcnV ™ke‹nÒ 
fhsin, ¹l…kon ¹ tîn nohm£twn eÛresij ™n lÒgJ dÚnatai mhnÚwn, `toà g¦r 
lÒgou yuc¾n dokoàntoj œcein kaˆ sîma ¹ mān tîn nohm£twn eÛresij 
dika…wj ¨n yuc¾ toà lÒgou nom…zoito, ¹ dā ˜rmhne…a sîma.'  
F4b Syrianus 1.93.9-13 (apparatus to Porphyry 416F Smith) 
Óqen kaˆ Ð filÒsofoj PorfÚrioj prÕj t¦ toiaàta kalîj ¢poblšyaj œfh 
l…an eâ ™cÒntwj, Óti d¾ toà lÒgou yuc¾n dokoàntoj œcein kaˆ sîma ¹ mān 
tîn nohm£twn eÛresij dika…wj ¨n yuc¾ toà lÒgou nom…zoito, ¹ dā 
˜rmhne…a sîma. 
F4c Anon. RG 7.1086.12-7.1 
Óqen kaˆ Ð filÒsofoj PorfÚrioj prÕj t¦ toiaàta kalîj ¢poblšyaj œfh 
l…an nounecÒntwj, Óti d¾ toà lÒgou yuc¾n dokoàntoj kaˆ sîma œcein, ¹ 
mān tîn nohm£twn eÛresij dika…wj ¨n yuc¾ toà lÒgou nom…zoito, ¹ dā 
˜rmhne…a sîma: PorfÚrioj oân fhsi yuc¾n kaˆ sîma œcein tÕn lÒgon, kaˆ 
kalîj ¢pofa…netai.  
F5 Anon., Par. 3032 fol. 137r (Porphyry 417F Smith)
10
  
Óti Ð PorfÚrioj ™n tÍ sunagwgÍ tïn ·htorikîn zhthm£twn fhs…n, Óti tr…a 
e„sˆn t¦ genikètata zht»mata: e„ ™stin, t… ™stin, Ðpo‹Òn ti ™stin. kaˆ tÕ 
mān e„ ™stin <™n tù stocasmù zhte‹tai, tÕ dā t…> ™stin ™n tù ÓrJ, tÕ dā 
Ðpo‹Òn ti ™stin ™n ta‹j ¥llaij. 
F6a Anon. RG 7.921.2-4 
aÙt…ka goàn Ð filÒsofoj PorfÚrioj ™n tù perˆ tîn st£sewn tšcnV 
peristatik£ fhsin ˜pt£: prÒswpon, pr©gma, crÒnon, tÒpon, trÒpon, a„t…an, 
Ûlhn.  
F6b Maximus Planudes RG 5.466.18f. 
... toÝj lšgontaj, ïn kaˆ PorfÚrioj Ð filÒsofÒj ™stin, ›bdomon 
peristatikÕn t¾n Ûlhn.  
                                                 
9
 Cf. 54.23-5 (panhgurikÒn ... dikanikÕn kaˆ sumbouletikÒn), 3.20-4.5 etc. See also F1b. 
10
 Rabe (1907) 561 n.2. I have added zhte‹tai to Rabes supplement. 
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F7 Porphyry RG 4.397.8-399.26  
[397.8] ™peid¾ t¦ ¢p' ¢rcÁj ¥cri tšlouj shme‹a poioÚmenoj Ð kat»goroj 
doke‹ bi£zesqai tÕn dikast¾n kaˆ pe…qein æj toà ™gkaloumšnou ›neken 
taàta pepo…hken Ð feÚgwn, de‹ prÕj toàto ¢gwn…zesqai tÕn feÚgonta, kaˆ 
m¾ toà ™piferomšnou ¢dik»matoj ›neken f£skein pepoihkšnai À e„rhkšnai 
À tÕ p£qoj sumbebhkšnai. toàto g£r ™stin ¹ met£qesij tÁj a„t…aj, Ö 
crîma prosagoreÚousin oƒ `ErmagÒreioi.  
[397.15] Øp£rcei dā lÚsij tîn ¢p' ¢rcÁj ¥cri tšlouj, lÚsij dā met¦ 
¢ntiqšsewj: kaˆ œstai À ¢ntistatik¾ À metastatik¾ À ¢ntegklhmatik¾ À 
suggnwmonik». ¢ntistatik¾ mān ™¦n ÔfelÒj ti probalèmeqa, oŒon 
`¢nalamb£nw toÝj ¢pokhrÚktouj, †na m¾ ¢poroàntej ™pˆ klop¾n À 
™piboul¾n tr£pwntai.' k¢ke‹na dā Ðmo…wj ¢ntistatik£, Ótan Ópla œcwn 
kr…nhtai turann…doj ™piqšsewj: ™re‹ g¦r Óti `ful£ttw tÍ pÒlei e„j 
¢nagka…an ™p…dosin.' <metastatik¾ dā ... ¢ntegklhmatik¾ dā ... > 
suggnwmonik¦ dā Ósa lamb£netai Øp' ¢gno…aj À mšqhj (oŒon ploÚsioj nšoj 
êmosen ™n sumpos…J turann»sein: lšxei g¦r Óti `™n eÙwc…v kaˆ mšqV 
oÙdeˆj ¢pÕ tîn legomšnwn polupragmone‹') kaˆ ¢pÕ tÁj ¹lik…aj (`nšwn 
™stˆ tÕ kaˆ turann…daj ¢peile‹n kaˆ toiaàta ¢lazoneÚesqai'): kaˆ ¢pÕ 
™lšou ™stˆ met£qesij, æj ™pˆ toà q£ptontoj tÕ neosfagāj sîma (Óti 
`™leîn œqapton').  
[397.30] ditt¾ dā tîn crwm£twn ¹ ¢nwt£tw diafor¦. t¦ mān g¦r ™n11 tÍ 
Øpoqšsei ke…mena eØr…skomen, t¦ dā aÙtoˆ œxwqen eØr…skomen kaˆ 
porizÒmeqa. paršcei mān oân aÙt¾ ¹ ØpÒqesij æj ™pˆ toà ¢llotr…v 
gunaikˆ t£lanton katalipÒntoj ™n diaq»kaij kaˆ e„pÒntoj `swfrosÚnhj 
›neka katale…pw', eta krinomšnhj moice…aj. ™ntaàqa g¦r tÕ crîma ke‹tai 
™n tù zht»mati, Óti di¦ swfrosÚnhn ¹ c£rij. œxwqen dā tÁj Øpoqšsewj, 
Ótan aÙtoˆ zhtoàntej tÕ crîma porizèmeqa, æj Ð ¢forîn e„j t¾n 
¢krÒpolin ploÚsioj: f»sei g¦r ™lee‹n toÝj turannoumšnouj.  
[398.9] perˆ dā posÒthtoj tîn crwm£twn, pÒteron ple…osi crhstšon À ˜nˆ 
kaˆ pÒteron peplanhmšnoij À sumfwnoàsin, e‡rhtai.  
[398.11] ™kb£llei dā tÕ crîma toà feÚgontoj Ð kat»goroj ™k tÁj toà 
¢koloÚqou ¢nairšsewj À ¢pait»sewj. oŒon PeriklÁj par¦ Megareàsi 
kr…netai di¦ tÕ y»fisma ™ke‹se katenecqe…j. lšxei g¦r `Øpār Ømîn 
pepo…hka: mellÒntwn g¦r 'Aqhna…wn strateÚein ™f' Øm©j œsthsa tù 
yhf…smati t¾n Ñrg»n.' Ð dā ™nant…oj ™k tÁj toà ¢koloÚqou ¢pait»sewj 
™kbale‹ lšgwn Óti `crÁn se toigaroàn Ûsteron làsai.' ¹ sunagwg¾ dā 
toÚtou ™k tÁj toà ¢koloÚqou ¢nairšsewj: `oÙ to…nun ™po…hsaj toàto: oÙk 
¥ra Megareàsi carizÒmenoj œgrayaj.' ™n g¦r tÍ tîn ™x ¢kolouq…aj 
¢pait»sei prot£ttetai mān tÕ kat¦ qšsin, ›petai dā tÕ kat¦ ¢na…resin. 
kat¦ ¢na…resin dā p£lin tÕn trÒpon prot£ttontej di¦ tÁj qšsewj 
                                                 
11
 ™n Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 58); om. Walz (397.31). 
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kataskeu£zomen,12 oŒon: `Øpār ¹mîn œprattej: oÙk œdei se ™pime‹nai tÍ toà 
pinak…ou grafÍ oÙdā Lakedaimon…oij ™nstÁnai13 ¢xioàsi tÕ y»fisma 
¢nele‹n. ™po…hsaj dā taàta kaˆ ™nšsthj: oÙk ¥ra tÍ prÕj Megaršaj 
eÙno…v toàto œpraxaj.' Ðmo…wj dā kaˆ ™pˆ toà tršfontoj toÝj 
¢pokhrÚktouj: ™re‹ mān Ð tršfwn `Øpār tÁj pÒlewj pepo…hka, †na m¾ 
sp£nei tîn ™pithde…wn ™pibouleÚswsi tÍ pÒlei', Ð dā lÚsei lšgwn `™n 
sp£nei tÁj pÒlewj oÜshj œdei filotime‹sqai s‹ton À deomšnV crhm£twn 
e„sfšrein: ¢ll¦ m¾n oÙk ™car…sw, oÙk ¥ra eÙno…v pepo…hkaj.' toàto p£lin 
™x ¢koloÚqou ¢pait»sewj, eta ¢nairšsewj. À p£lin `¢ll' ™leîn œtrefon', 
Ð dā ™kb£llei lšgwn `™crÁn toÝj o„ke…ouj toÝj gšnei pros»kontaj, toÝj 
¢tucoàntaj tîn politîn, oÙcˆ toÝj ponhrot£touj', Ó ™stin ™k tÁj toà 
¢koloÚqou ¢pait»sewj. kaˆ Dhmosqšnhj ™n tù parapresbe…aj lšgontoj 
A„sc…nou perˆ Fwkšwn Óti `ºpat»qhn', Óra pîj ™kbol¾n ™poi»sato toà 
crèmatoj: `œdei to…nun mise‹n tÕn ¢pat»santa14, ¢ll¦ m¾n oÙ mise‹j, oÙk 
¥ra ºpat»qhj' [cf. 19.102-4]. ™k dā tÁj ¢nairšsewj oÛtwj: `oÙk ™crÁn toÝj 
o„ke…ouj perior©n, oÙdā perˆ toÝj loipoÝj Øbrist¾n enai kaˆ ¢gnèmona: 
kaˆ perˆ toÝj pol…taj dā Øp£rceij b…aioj kaˆ perˆ toÝj o„ke…ouj ¢gnèmwn: 
oÙk ¥ra oÜte khdemon…v tÁj pÒlewj, oÜte o‡ktJ toÚtouj tršfeij.' kaˆ Ð 
Dhmosqšnhj ™x ¢nairšsewj: `toÚtwn oÙdšna ¢koÚw tîn lÒgwn, oÙdā Øme‹j' 
[19.109].  
[399.18] de‹ dā kaˆ ¢pÕ tîn prooim…wn ¢naire‹n t¦ crèmata, Ö d¾ kaˆ 
Dhmosqšnhj e‡wqe poie‹n ™pˆ tîn ¢ntiqšsewn, prolÚwn prÕ kairoà t¦j 
¢ntiqšseij.  
[399.20] œstin ™kbol¾ crwm£twn kaˆ ¹ tîn a„tiîn Øpexa…resij. 
proanairoàmen g¦r t¦ ¥lla p£nta †na e„j žn perikle…swmen tÕn 
¢nt…dikon, oŒon æj ™pˆ tÁj krinomšnhj moice…aj ™peid¾ nÚktwr ™d£kruen: 
™re‹ Ð kat»goroj `oÙ pat»r soi tšqnhken, oÙk ¢delfÕj, oÙ pa‹dej': ú kaˆ 
Dhmosqšnhj ™cr»sato lšgwn `™¦n de…xVj æj di' eÙ»qeian À ¥gnoian' [19.98].  
F8 Sopater Division of Questions 35.20-2615  
met¦ taàta q»seij paragrafikÒn, éj fhsi PorfÚrioj, ¢pÕ toà trÒpou. 
fhsˆ g¦r oÙk eÜlogon enai t¾n toà suneidÒtoj kathgor…an, m¾ ™n nom…mJ 
dikasthr…J kriqšntwn ™ke…nwn mhdā ¡lÒntwn kat¦ toÝj nÒmouj, ¢ll' 
ØpopesÒntwn ™cqrîn kakohqe…v. tināj mān oân ™pˆ toÚtou toà zht»matoj 
kaˆ tîn toioÚtwn crîntai paragrafikù, tināj dā oÜ.  
F9 Sopater and Marcellinus RG 4.520.20-522.26  
[520.20] ™x ïn dā t¦ ¢p' ¢rcÁj ¥cri tšlouj aÙx»somen, ™k tîn aÙtîn kaˆ 
t¾n phlikÒthta ™rgasÒmeqa. kaˆ œ<s>ti prîtoj mān tÒpoj tîn aÙxhtikîn 
                                                 
12
 The text here (398.23f.) is clearly corrupt. kat¦ ¢na…resin is assimilated to end of previous 
sentence. Possibly: kaˆ t¾n ¢na…resin dā p£lin tÕn <aÙtÕn> trÒpon prot£ttontej di¦ tÁj 
qšsewj kataskeu£zomen. 
13
 ™kstÁnai Walz. 
14
 ¢pat»santa Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 77); ¢pat»sonta Walz (399.10f.). 
15
 Text: Innes and Winterbottom (1988) 39f. 
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™piceirhm£twn Ð ¢pÕ tÁj posÒthtoj: œ<s>ti dā oátoj toioàtoj, Ót' ¨n di' 
˜nÕj toà pracqšntoj poll¦ œcwmen À t¦ kakourghqšnta À t¦ 
eÙergethqšnta deiknÚnai: deÚteron ¢pÕ toà poioà, oŒon t…ni diafšrei, 
pÒteron tÍ pÒlei À tù paqÒnti, kaˆ pÒteron dhmos…v t¾n pÒlin ºd…khsen À 
eÙhrgšthsen À „d…v Ð toàto poi»saj.  
[520.28] kataskeu£somen dā taàta  
¢pÕ tîn telikîn:  
- ¢pÕ toà ™ndÒxou16 e„ tÚcoi, Óti dÒxan poll¾n tÕ pracqān proxene‹ tÍ 
pÒlei À ¢dox…an kaˆ Ûbrin.  
- ¢pÕ toà kaloà, Óti kalÕn tÕ pepragmšnon À p£lin a„scrÒn.  
¢pÕ tîn parakolouqoÚntwn tÍ pr£xei: œsti dā taàta, æj poll£kij 
ded»lwtai, prÒswpon, tÒpoj, trÒpoj, crÒnoj, a„t…a, gnèmh, kat¦ dā 
PorfÚrion kaˆ kairÕj kaˆ Ûlh. kaˆ  
<¢pÕ tîn parakolouqoÚntwn tù prosèpJ:>17 „diÒthj, ¹lik…a, ¢x…a, 
™pit»deusij, tÚch.  
<¢pÕ toà e„kÒtoj:> tÕ e„kÕj toà kairoà, tÕ e„kÕj toà trÒpou, tÕ e„kÕj toà 
tÒpou, tÕ e„kÕj tÁj a„t…aj. 
[521.4] <¢pÕ tîn parakolouqoÚntwn tÍ pr£xei:> 
- ¢pÕ prosèpou, oŒon `Øme‹j g¦r, ð ¥ndrej 'Aqhna‹oi, Lakedaimon…wn gÁj 
kaˆ qal£tthj ¢rcÒntwn kaˆ t¦ kÚklJ tÁj 'AttikÁj katecÒntwn ¡rmosta‹j 
kaˆ froura‹j, T£nagran, EÜboian, t¾n Boiwt…an ¤pasan' [Dem. 18.96].  
- ¢pÕ toà tÒpou: e„ g¦r oÙk ™n parabÚstJ ¢ll' ™n ™pifane…v gšgonen ¹ 
pr©xij, mšga tÕ ¢d…khma di¦ tÕ ™p…shmon toà cwr…ou.  
- ¢pÕ toà kairoà: e„ g¦r ™n cre…v Ônta ºd…khsen À eâ ™po…hse, mšga tÕ 
¢d…khma À eÙergšthma.  
- ¢pÕ toà trÒpou, e„ ·vd…wj À calepîj, À peiqo‹ À b…v: ˜k£teron g¦r 
aÙx»seij, tÕ mān Øperoc¾n shma…nein tÁj toà pepoihkÒtoj ¢ndre…aj, tÕ dā 
tšcnhj Øperbol¾n À sunšsewj.  
- ¢pÕ tÁj Ûlhj, <e„> œcoi ti qaumastÕn kat¦ t¦j ¢form¦j À par£doxon.  
- ¢pÕ tÁj a„t…aj: e„ g¦r di¦ prÒfasin gšgone sfÒdra ™painoumšnhn À 
yegomšnhn, mšga tÕ pracqšn, ésper ¹ kat£lusij tÁj turann…doj di' 
™leuqer…an.  
- ¢pÕ tÁj gnèmhj, oŒon e„ eÙnoîn, À dÚsnouj ên.  
¢pÕ posÒthtoj:  
- kat¦ prÒswpon, Óti e„j polloÝj ¢nqrèpouj À çfšleia, À bl£bh.  
- kat¦ crÒnon, Óti e„j polloÝj diate…nei crÒnouj, æj ™pˆ toà 
katalÚsantoj t¾n turann…da, Óti ¢dioj ¹ eÙerges…a: oÙdeˆj g¦r œti 
turann»sei, ˜kÒntoj toÚtou t¾n turann…da ¢porr…yantoj. 
- ¢pÕ posÒthtoj kat¦ t¦ ˜pÒmena, Óti meg£la t¦ ™pakolouqoànta kaˆ 
poll£:  
                                                 
16
 eÙdÒxou Walz.  
17
 For the phrase cf. Hermogenes 44.8-10 (referring to the topics of encomium); but the 
supplement is, of course, very uncertain. 
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<¢pÕ tîn parakolouqoÚntwn tù prosèpJ:> 
- ¢pÕ „diÒthtoj, Ótan lšgwmen Óti prîtoj À mÒnoj t¦ toiaàta ™tÒlmhsen, 
æj Ð Dhmosqšnhj ™n tù perˆ toà stef£nou: `kaˆ m¾n Óti polloÝj mān 
™stefanèkate ½dh tîn politeuomšnwn ¤pantej ‡ste: di' Óntina dā ¥llon ¹ 
pÒlij ™stef£nwtai, sÚmboulon lšgw kaˆ ·»tora, pl¾n di' ™mš, oÙd' ¨n eŒj 
e„pe‹n œcoite' [Dem. 18.94].  
- ¢pÕ tÁj ¹lik…aj, e„ nšoj ín À gšrwn, e„ qarralšoj À eÙlab»j.  
- ¢pÕ tÁj ¢x…aj, e„ „dièthj À ¥rcwn.  
- ¢pÕ tÁj ™pithdeÚsewj, e„ gewrgÕj À œmporoj.  
- ¢pÕ tÁj tÚchj, e„ pšnhj À ploÚsioj.  
- ¢pÕ toà gšnouj, e„ “Ellhn À b£rbaroj.  
- ¢pÕ fÚsewj, e„ ¢n¾r À gun».  
¢pÕ toà e„kÒtoj:  
- e„ par¦18 tÕ e„kÕj toà tÒpou ¹ pr©xij pšpraktai, e„ Ópou mhdeˆj ¨n 
prosedÒkhsen.  
- e„ par¦ tÕ e„kÕj toà kairoà, Óte mhdeˆj ØpenÒhsen.  
- e„ par¦ tÕ e„kÕj toà trÒpou, Óti <oÙk> e„kÕj toiùde trÒpJ, Ó ™sti 
paradÒxJ trÒpJ: oŒon tšcnaij, mhcana‹j, lÒgoij, di' Ón tij oÙ prosedÒkhse 
trÒpon.  
- par¦ tÕ e„kÕj tÁj a„t…aj, Óti toi£de a„t…a.  
[522.12] filot…mwj mān oân ¹me‹j toÝj trÒpouj Øpex»lqomen, ¢rkšsousi d' 
aƒ ™piceir»seij tÍ phlikÒthti aƒ ¢pÕ toà ™somšnou, Ót' ¨n poll¦ kaˆ 
meg£la deiknÚein œcwmen t¦ ¢poba…nonta, oŒon: `deinÕn tÕ t¦ ƒer¦ 
™pano…gein kaˆ t¦ ™n aÙto‹j klšptein, k¨n m¾ ƒer¦ tugc£nV: oÜte g¦r tÕ 
¢sfalāj ›xousin aƒ tîn „diwtîn parakataqÁkai, kaˆ ™k toÚtwn ¢dikoàsin 
™pˆ t¦ ¢naq»mata, katafronhq»setai t¦ ƒer£, Øperofq»setai ¹ eÙsšbeia, 
¢pole‹tai t¦ par¦ tîn politîn keim»lia. e„ g¦r mhdā oƒ neë ¢xiÒpista 
fulakt»ria, t… perˆ tîn ™n ta‹j o„k…aij tamie…wn ØpolhyÒmeqa;' 
™piceir»somen kaˆ ¢pÕ toà ™l£ttonoj: `Ópou g¦r, e„ kaˆ ¢nšJxe mÒnon, oÙk 
¨n ™xšfuge t¾n tîn ƒerosÚlwn a„t…an, scolÍ ge nàn ÐpÒte prÕj tù 
¢no‹xai kaˆ Øfe…leto'.  
[522.25] aƒ mān oân aÙx»seij ™k toÚtwn: aƒ dā meièseij ™k tîn ™nant…wn.  
F10 Anon. RG 7.235.4-2119 
kaˆ aØt¾ mān ¹ diafor¦ œnqa p£qoj ti kaˆ ¥dikoj pr©xij ØpÒkeitai. œnqa 
dā m¾ toàto (æj ™n ™ke…nV tÍ ¢ntil»yei: Klšwnoj ™paggellomšnou t¦ perˆ 
PÚlou 'Alkibi£dhj ™gšla, kaˆ kr…netai Ûbrewj) ˜tšra diafor¦ ¹ kat¦ 
PorfÚrion: ™n mān g¦r tÍ ¢ntil»yei Ólon tÕ pr©gma sugkecèrhtai, ™n dā 
tÍ metal»yei oÙc Ólon (oŒon tÕ gel©n 'Alkibi£dhn kat¦ p£nta 
sugkecèrhtai kaˆ crÒnon kaˆ tÒpon: tÕ dā ¢poktinnÚnai tÕn pšnhta 
kat£kriton Ônta oÙ sugkecèrhtai p£ntV) ... kat¦ Paàlon dā tÕn ¹mšteron 
¢kribestšran diafor¦n prosqetšon, Óti ¹ mān met£lhyij ¢pÕ nÒmou tinÕj 
                                                 
18
 perˆ Walz. 
19
 Cf. Maximus Planudes RG 5.266.13-15. 
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¢eˆ lamb£netai, ¹ dā ¢ntil»yewj À ¢pÕ œqouj À ¢pÕ fÚsewj À ¢pÕ nÒmou. 
prÕj mšn oân tÕ ¢pÕ fÚsewj kaˆ œqouj oÙdā m…a ¨n gšnoito koinwn…a 
Ólwj, prÕj dā tÕ ¢pÕ nÒmou, œnqa koinwnoàsi mÒnon, ¢pÒcrh [oân] ¹ 
Porfur…ou.  
F11a Anon. RG 7.203.22-204.4 
¥meinon dā taÚthn paršntaj t¾n Porfur…ou diafor¦n paradšcesqai. œsti 
dā aÛth: e„ mān e‡h tÕ ¢d…khma oŒon ™ndecÒmenon m¾ genšsqai ¢ll¦ 
qerape…aj tetuchkšnai tinÒj, met£stasij g…netai, oŒon nÒmoj tÕn 
presbeut¾n e‡sw l/ ¹merîn ™xišnai labÒnta par¦ toà tam…ou cil…aj 
dracm¦j e„j ™fÒdion, m¾ labèn tij kaˆ katame…naj kr…netai: toàto g¦r 
™ndšchto m¾ genšsqai tÕ ¢d…khma, dunamšnou toà presbeutoà À 
dane…sasqai À o„ke‹a ™cÒnta ™fÒdia ™xelqe‹n. ™¦n dā Ï m¾ ™ndecÒmenon 
˜tšrwj gegenÁsqai, suggnèmhn poie‹, oŒon ceimînoj ™pilabÒntoj oÙk 
¢ne…lonto oƒ strathgoˆ t¦ sèmata tîn pesÒntwn ™n 'ArginoÚsaij kat¦ 
t¾n m£chn kaˆ kr…nontai: oÙ g¦r ºdÚnantÒ tina qerape…an pros£gein tù 
™k ceimînoj kwlÚmati. 
F11b Christophorus fol. 101v-102r
20
  
Ð dā PorfÚriÒj taÚthn lšgei diafor£n, Óti e„ mān e‡h tÕ ¢d…khma oŒon 
™ndecÒmenon m¾ gegenÁsqai ¢ll¦ qerape…aj tetuchkšnai tinÒj, met£stasij 
g…netai, oŒon æj ™pˆ toà presbeutoà: dunatÕn g¦r Ãn ¢llacÒqen aÙtÕn 
labÒnta ™fÒdia presbeàsai. ™¦n dā Ï m¾ ™ndecÒmenon ˜tšrwj gegenÁsqai 
¢ll¦ p©sa ¢n£gkh pracqÁnai tÕ pracqšn, suggnèmhn poie‹, æj ™pˆ tîn 
m¾ ¢nelomšnwn dška strathgîn t¦ tîn pesÒntwn sèmata toà ceimînoj 
dialabÒntoj: oÙ g¦r Ân dunatÒn tina qerape…an prosagage‹n tù ™k 
ceimînoj kwlÚmati. taÚtV sunÇnesen EÙst£qioj. 
F11c Maximus Planudes RG 5.261.1-4 
Ð dā PorfÚriÒj fhsin æj e„ mān e‡h tÕ ¢d…khma oŒon ™ndecÒmenon m¾ 
gegenÁsqai ¢ll¦ qerape…aj tetuchkšnai tinÒj, met£stasij g…netai: ™¦n dā 
Ï m¾ ™ndecÒmenon ˜tšrwj gegenÁsqai, suggnèmhn œti zhtoàsi. 
F12a Anon. RG 7.596.14-2021 
toàto dā œfhn ™pe… tinej kaˆ ›tera kef£laia tÁj pragmatikÁj 
pareil»fasin, ïn toÝj mān ¢shmotšrouj parapšmyomai ™piceir»mat£ tina 
l…an eÙ»qwj e„j t¾n kefala…wn paralabÒntaj t£xin, Porfur…ou dā 
poi»somai mn»mhn, Öj ™n to‹j kefala…oij tÁj pragmatikÁj t»n te 
phlikÒthta kaˆ tÕ prÒj ti ¢phriqm»sato.  
                                                 
20
 Rabe (1895) 247; Schilling (1903) 731. 
21
 Cf. Maximus Planudes RG 5.346.20-22. 
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F12b Georgius fol. 214v
22
  
¥lloi dā, ïn ™sti kaˆ Mhtrof£nhj te kaˆ PorfÚrioj, ™mp…ptein fasˆn ™n 
tÍ pragmatikÍ t¦ aÙxhtik¦ dÚo kef£laia, t¾n phlikÒtht£ tš fhmi kaˆ tÕ 
prÒj ti. 
F13a Marcellinus RG 4.268.16-269.1 
de‹ t¦ dÚo ·ht¦ ™n ¢ntinom…v kekurwmšna enai. toàto dā epon ™peid¾ 
sumba…nei tÕ mān žn p£lai kekurîsqai, tÕ dā žn nàn e„s£gesqai: toàto dā 
oÙ poie‹ ¢ntinom…an, ¢ll¦ pragmatik»n, éj fhsin Ð PorfÚrioj. oŒon nÒmoj 
™kšleue ™n trisˆn ¹mšraij perˆ polšmou bouleÚesqai, 'El£teian 
kateilhfÒtoj Fil…ppou gr£fei Dhmosqšnhj aÙqhmerÕn ™xišnai, A„sc…nhj 
¢ntilšgei. ™n toÚtJ g¦r Ð mān nÒmoj kekÚrwtai, tÕ dā e„sferÒmenon 
y»fisma dokimasqÁnai de‹. œoike dā m©llon Ð PorfÚrioj ¢gnoe‹n t¾n 
diafor¦n pragmatikÁj tÁj kat¦ ¢ntinom…an kaˆ ¢ntinom…aj aÙtÁj: œsti 
g¦r Óte kaˆ ¹ pragmatik¾ kekurwmšnouj œcei toÝj dÚo nÒmouj, ¢ll' ™n 
mān tÍ ¢ntinom…v ™pˆ ½dh parabebasmšnJ nÒmJ ¹ kr…sij, ™n dā tÍ 
pragmatikÍ boul» ™sti kaˆ skšyij t…na mān de‹ parabÁnai tîn nÒmwn, 
po‹on dā ™©sai kekurwmšnon. 
F13b Nilus fol. 170v
23
  
kaˆ Ð PorfÚrioj œlegen Óti ¹ ¢ntinom…a ¢pÕ dÚo ·htîn kekurhmšnwn qšlei 
enai. 
F14 Sopater Division of Questions 381.29-382.2 
eta ¹ phlikÒthj, Óti deinÕn ¹ plhg». kaˆ ™re‹j p£nta t¦ t¾n phlikÒthta 
kataskeu£zonta ™piceir»mata. taàta dā faner¦ ™k tîn Ðrikîn kaˆ tÁj 
Porfur…ou tšcnhj. 
F15 Metrophanes, Athanasius, Porphyry, and Polemo RG 4.422.18-429.524 
[422.18] tinšj fasin oÙk Ñrqîj ær…sqai toÝj ™pilÒgouj deuterolog…an [cf. 
Hermogenes 52.6f.], Ð mān g¦r ™p…logoj œsti lÒgoj ™pˆ ta‹j ¢pode…xesi ta‹j 
e„rhmšnaij ™pilegÒmenoj, ™n dā ta‹j deuterolog…aij eØr…sketai kaˆ ¥lla 
kef£laia kaˆ ™piceir»mata.  
[422.22] `g…netai dā ™n pant…' [Hermogenes 52.7]: ™peid¾ p£ntwn ™stˆ tîn lÒgwn 
¹ koin¾ poiÒthj, oÙ mÒnon tîn stocastikîn, e„kÒtwj ™n tù stocasmù 
p©san aÙtÁj25 poie‹tai t¾n didaskal…an, †na k¢n ta‹j loipa‹j m¾ 
¢gnoîmen. proãpšqeto26 g¦r ¹m‹n ¥nw, t¦ toà stocasmoà kef£laia kaˆ 
e„j t¦j ¥llaj st£seij suntele‹n.  
                                                 
22
 Schilling (1903) 751f. 
23
 Gloeckner (1901) 77. 
24
 For the attribution see Rabe (1909) 588; Walz presents this section as part of the extract from 
Marcellinus beginning at 417.1.  
25
 aÙtÁj Py (Kowalski (1947) 123); aÙtoà Walz (422.24) 
26
 proãpšqeto Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 59); prout…qeto Walz (422.25). 
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[422.27] ™p…logoj dš ™sti  
lÒgoj ™pˆ proeirhmšnaij ¢pode…xesin 
™pilegÒmenoj, ¢qroismÕn pragm£twn 
kaˆ ºqîn kaˆ paqîn perišcwn 
™p…logÒj ™stin, æj mān NeoklÁj, 
lÒgoj ™pˆ proeirhmšnaij ¢pode…xesin 
™pilegÒmenoj, pragm£twn ¢qroismÕn 
kaˆ ºqîn kaˆ paqîn perišcwn.  
æj dš tinej, mšroj lÒgou Ûstaton 
˜pÒmenon ¢pode…xesin.  
À ™p£nodoj e„rhmšnwn,27  
À  
lÒgoj ™pirrwnnÚwn t¦ e„rhmšna. 
æj dā 'Alšxandroj,  
lÒgoj ™pirrwnnÝj t¦ e„rhmšna. 
[Anon. Seg. 198-200] 
[422.30] kat¦ dā MinoukianÕn lÒgoj de…nwsin À me…wsin œcwn tîn 
pepragmšnwn, À lÒgoj gnîsin œcwn tîn pepragmšnwn, ™n ú kaˆ ¹ 
kaloumšnh diatÚpwsij À diaskeu¾ p£qoj kinoàsa kaˆ prÕj ™nargÁ tîn 
pepragmšnwn ™xštasin tÕn dikast¾n ¥gousa. œcousi dā oƒ ™p…logoi kaˆ 
parakl»seij kaˆ ¢nakefalaièseij kaˆ ™pidihg»seij.  
[423.3] œrgon dā ™pilÒgou kat¦ 
Pl£twna28 ™n Fa…drJ [267d]:  
™n kefala…J lšgonta  
ØpomnÁsai ™pˆ teleutÍ toÝj 
¢koÚontaj:  
œrgon dā ™pilÒgou  
Pl£twn mān ™n Fa…drJ fhs…n [267d]: 
`™n kefala…J katalšgonta 
ØpomnÁsai ™piteleutikoÝj toÝj 
¢koÚontaj tîn e„rhmšnwn.' 
 œcetai dā tÁj aÙtÁj dÒxhj kaˆ 
CrÚsippoj: kaˆ g¦r aÙtÕj monomerÁ 
fhsi tÕn ™p…logon. 'Aristotšlhj dā 
™n ta‹j Qeodektika‹j tšcnaij fhs…n, 
Óti Ð ™p…logoj tÕ mān kef£laion 
œcei protršyasqai toÝj ¢koÚontaj: 
protršyomen dā tricîj, e„j t¦ p£qh 
¢n£gontej t¦ ˜k£stJ protreptik£.  
žn mān oân œrgon ™pilÒgou tÕ t¦ 
p£qh diege‹rai, 
deÚteron tÕ ™paine‹n À yšgein: deÚteron tÕ ™paine‹n À yšgein: 
toÚtwn g¦r ™n ™pilÒgoij ¹ cèra: 
tr…ton, ¢namimn»skein t¦  
e„rhmšna.  
tr…ton dā tÕ ¢namimnÇskein t¦ 
e„rhmšna. [Anon. Seg. 207-8] 
[423.7] e„sfšrontai dā `ØpÕ mān tîn 







`ØpÕ mān tîn  
kathgÒrwn topikîj met¦ t¦j 
¢pode…xeij katatrecÒntwn  
toà ™gkl»matoj, oŒon kat¦ tur£nnou 
À pÒrnou À Ó ti ¨n Ï tÕ œgklhma, 
kaˆ ™panakefalaioumšnwn ge 
›kasta tîn ™pika…rwn, æj Ð 
Dhmosqšnhj, oŒon `sullog…sasqai d¾ 
                                                 
27
 Cf. Aelius Aristides 4.21; Longinus Rhetoric 48.86 Patillon. 
28
 ple…ona Walz: corr. Finckh. 
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ØpÕ dā tîn feugÒntwn, 
¢nakefalaioumšnwn mān  
Ðmo…wj, oÙc Ðmo…wj dā  
crwmšnwn, ¢ll' ™leeinologoumšnwn 
kaˆ p£qh kinoÚntwn.' 
boÚlomai t¦ kathgorhmšna: 
¢pšdeixa mhdān ¢lhqāj 
¢phggelkÒta', kaˆ t¦ ˜xÁj [Dem. 
19.177]: ØpÕ dā tîn feugÒntwn 
¢nakefalaioumšnwn mān kaˆ aÙtîn 
Ðmo…wj to‹j ¥lloij, oÙc Ðmo…wj dā 
crwmšnwn, ¢ll' ™leeinologoumšnwn 
te kaˆ p£qh kinoÚntwn.' [Hermogenes 
52.8-17] 
[423.10] Ñrqîj dā maqën Ð Pl£twn t¾n tîn ™lšwn kaˆ paqîn dio…khsin, di' 
˜nÕj ÑnÒmatoj ™d»lwsen ™n tÍ ¢polog…v, t¦ ™leein¦ e„pën taàta dr£mata 
[Apology 35b]. œdoxe mān g¦r ™k toà profanoàj cr»sasqai aÙto‹j, 
paraite‹sqai dā di¦ tÕ m¾ pršpein ¢ndrˆ filosÒfJ ™pˆ tosoàton ¢retÁj 
¼konti di' ™lšou kaˆ o‡ktou por…zesqai t¾n swthr…an, scedÕn dā tù lÒgJ 
par»gage qaumastÍ kaˆ sfÒdra ·htorikÍ meqÒdJ crhs£menoj, di' Âj kaˆ 
tÕ ¢x…wma ™xÁre tÕ ˜autoà kaˆ t¾n ™k toà pr£gmatoj periginomšnhn 
çfšleian oÙ parVt»sato, ˜katšrJ tÕ ‡dion ¢pone…maj, filosof…v mān tÕ 
semnÒn, ·htorikÍ dā tÕ tÁj ™pist»mhj o„ke‹on. æj ¢ganakt»santa g£r tina 
tîn dikazÒntwn Øpoqšmenoj di¦ t… Øperhfan…v kat' aÙtîn crèmenoj t¾n 
™k toà ™lšou parVt»sato kr…sin, e„pèn: `t£ca ¥n tij Ømîn ¢ganakt»seien 
[cf. 34b], e„ m¾ met¦ pa…dwn kaˆ gunaikÕj kaˆ pollîn dakrÚwn ƒketeÚw, 
™gë dā oÙdān toÚtwn poiî: ¢ll' e„s… mo… fhsi kaˆ uƒe‹j [cf. 34d], ¢ll' oÙ 
sumfšrei prÕj dÒxan oÜte ™moˆ oÜte tÍ pÒlei toiaàta paqe‹n [cf. 34e]: oÙ 
g¦r de‹ tÕn ™n ¢xièmati ™leeinologe‹sqai'æj oân taàta e„pën kat¦ 
¢pÒkrisin ésper ™x ¢n£gkhj Øpšbale t¦ e„j œleon kinoànta toÝj 
dik£zontaj e„pèn: `t£ca ¥n tij Ømîn ¢ganakt»seien ¢namnhsqeˆj ˜autoà, 
e„ Ð mān kaˆ ™l£ttw toÚtou toà ¢gînoj ™de»qh te kaˆ ƒkšteue toÝj 
dikast¦j met¦ pollîn dakrÚwn, paid…a te aÙtoà ¢nabibas£menoj †na Óti 
m£lista ™lehqe…h kaˆ ¥llouj f…louj kaˆ o„ke…ouj, ™gë dā oÙdān ¥ra29 
toÚtwn poi»sw, kaˆ taàta kinduneÚwn, æj ¨n dÒxaimi30, tÕn œscaton 
k…ndunon' kaˆ t¦ ˜xÁj [34bc]: eta ™p»gage tÕ ¢pÕ toà ¢xièmatoj tÍ 
meqÒdJ: `t… d¾ oân oÙdān toÚtwn poi»sw; oÙk aÙqadiazÒmenoj, Óqen oÙd' 
Øm©j31 ¢tim£zwn' kaˆ t¦ loip£ [34d].  
[424.9] kaˆ toà mān feÚgontoj tÕ ™leeinologe‹sqai ‡dion, tÕn dā kat»goron 
de‹ taàta ™kb£llein. poll£kij g¦r Ð œleoj tÁj kathgor…aj tÕ sfodrÕn 
™klÚei. kaˆ Óti toàto meg…sthn œcei dÚnamin, ™nteàqen gno…hmen: Ð g¦r 
Kall…xenoj oÙk ¥llJ tinˆ œpeisen 'Aqhna…ouj katayhf…sasqai tîn 
strathgîn q£naton À tù toÝj o„ke…ouj tîn teteleuthkÒtwn 
melaneimonoàntaj e„s£gein kaˆ dakrÚontaj kaˆ ƒkethr…aj œcontaj: oÛtw 
g¦r „scurÒn ™sti toàto tÕ kef£laion, éste kaˆ tÁj a„t…aj prod»lou 
oÜshj di' ¿n oÙk ¢ne…lonto t¦ sèmata, Ómwj oÙk ™fe…santo 
                                                 
29
 ¥ra Py (Kowalski (1947) 130); «ra Walz (424.5). 
30
 dÒxaimi Plato Ap. 34c. de…xaimi Py (Kowalski (1947) 140: fort. deixa…mhn); de…xai moi Walz 
(424.6). 
31
 oÙd' Øm©j Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 70); oÙdamîj Walz (424.9). 
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katayhf…sasqai tîn strathgîn oÛtw lampr¦n kaˆ meg…sthn naumac…an 
neninhkÒtwn. de‹ oân kaˆ tÁj ™kbolÁj „scur©j tù kathgÒrJ. t… oân 
poi»sei; ¢ntit£xei32 ta‹j ™leeinolog…aij t¦ telik¦ kef£laia.  
[424.23] œsti dā koin¾ tîn dÚo prosèpwn ¹ koin¾ poiÒthj.  
[424.24] e„dšnai mšntoi de‹, æj 
sumba…nei poll£kij ™pile‹yai tÕn 
™p…logon, ™n…ote dā kaˆ tÕ proo…mion 
kaˆ t¾n di»ghsin,  
†na dā m¾ qaum£sV tij, e„  
sumba…nei tÕ proo…mion kaˆ t¾n 
di»ghsin kaˆ tÕn ™p…logon 
parale…pesqai  
æj ™n ta‹j ¢pode…xesi mÒnon enai 
tÕ z»thma. 
kaˆ ™n ¢pode…xesi mÒnaij enai  
tÕ z»thma, paraqhsÒmeq£ ti 
toioàton: fšre g¦r ™n stad…J 
drome‹j dÚo ¢mfisbhte‹n, tÕn mān 
e„j toÝj Ûsplhgaj prÒteron 
e„spesÒnta, tÕn dā tÕ brabe‹on 
kekomismšnon: ™ntaàqa g¦r oÜte toà 
prooim…ou cre…a oÜte tÁj dihg»sewj 
oÜte ™pilÒgou, ¢ll¦ mÒnhj 
¢pode…xewj. [Anon. Seg. 202] 
[424.27] pronohtšon dā ™n to‹j 
™pilÒgoij, Ópwj ™¦n mān 
kathgorîmen dusmenÁ tù feÚgonti 
tÕn ¢kroat¾n poi»swmen33, ™¦n dā 
¢pologèmeqa eÜnoun ˜auto‹j tÕn 
dikast¾n katast»swmen. 
pronohtšon dā ™n to‹j  
™pilÒgoij, Ópwj ™¦n  
kathgorîmen dÚsnoun tÕn ¢kroat¾n 
poi»swmen tù feÚgonti, ™¦n dā 
¢pologèmeqa eÜnoun ˜auto‹j tÕn 
¢kroat¾n katale…ywmen. [Anon. Seg. 
235] 
[424.30] fhsˆ dā 'Aristotšlhj [Rhetoric 1419b10-13] tšssara enai mšrh toà 
™pilÒgou: prîton mān tÕ e„j p£qoj ¥gein tÕn ¢kroat»n: œpeita tÕ poiÁsai 
to‹j mān ™nant…oij ¢llotr…wj œcein, aÙto‹j dā o„ke…wj: kaˆ tÕ aÜxein kaˆ 
tapeinoàn: kaˆ teleuta‹on tÕ ¢namimn»skein. poll£kij dā oÙ p©si 
crhstšon ¢ll' ™n…oij.  
[425.3] di£foroi dā aƒ tîn ¢nakefalaièsewn mšqodoi par¦ to‹j ¢rca…oij. 
kaˆ g¦r  
- À ¢pÕ toà pl£smatoj kšcrhntai æj `Uper…dhj: boulÒmenoj g¦r t¦ 
lecqšnta ¢nakefalaièsasqai ™n pl£smati e„s»gagen.  
- À ¢pÕ tÁj a„t…aj, æj par¦ tù Pl£twni ™n Fa…drJ ™pˆ ta‹j prokeimšnaij 
a„t…aij di' §j eÙlÒgwj tîn e„rhmšnwn Øpomimn»skei.  
- À ¢pÕ tÁj ™paggel…aj, æj prÒteron ™paggeil£menoi ™n kefala…J t¦ 
™paggelqšnta plhroàn ™qšlomen, æj œcomen ™n tù parapresbe…aj: 
`sullog…sasqai d¾ boÚlomai t¦ kathgorhmšna ™x ¢rcÁj, †n' Ósa 
ØpescÒmhn ¢rcÒmenoj toà lÒgou de…xw pepoihkèj' [19.177].  
- À ¢pÕ tÁj prÕj ›teron ¢ntexet£sewj, æj ™n tù aÙtù lÒgJ Dhmosqšnhj. 
prÕj ˜tšrouj g¦r ¢ntexet£zwn presbeut¦j [19.278] ¢nagka…an tÁj 
                                                 
32
 poi»sei; ¢ntit£xei Py (Kowalski 1940-6) 72; poi»seij; ¢ntit£xeij Walz (424.22f.). 
33
 poi»swmen Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 53); om. Walz (424.29). 
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¢nakefalaièsewj t¾n e„sagwg¾n ™poi»sato, æj ½dh e„r»kamen.  
- À kat' ™rèthsin, ¿n kaˆ daimon…an Ð ·»twr paršsceto ™n tù Øpār toà 
stef£nou. boulhqeˆj g¦r p£nta ™n kefala…J diexelqe‹n t¦ ˜autoà 
™gkèmia, ™peid¾ ™pacqāj Ãn34 toàto to‹j ¢koÚousi, t¾n tÁj ™rwt»sewj 
™xeàre mšqodon, kaq' ¿n pompikîj ¤ma kaˆ met' ™rgas…aj ¥neu toà 
™pacqāj œmelle t¾n ˜autù prosoàsan ¢ret¾n diexišnai kaˆ kat¦ ¢n£gkhn 
lšgwn fa…nesqai. æj ™rwtînta g¦r pepo…hke tÕn A„sc…nhn e„s£gwn oÛtwj: 
`eta m' ™rwt´j ¢ntˆ po…aj ¢retÁj ¢xiî tim©sqai; ™gë dš soi lšgw Óti tîn 
politeuomšnwn par¦ to‹j “Ellhsi diafqaršntwn ¢rxamšnwn ¢pÕ soà 
prètou, prÒteron mān ØpÕ Fil…ppou, nàn d' ØpÕ 'Alex£ndrou, ™mā oÜte 
kairÕj oÜt' ¢ll' Ðtioàn œpeisen' [18.297f.].  
- œsti kaˆ ¢pÕ sugcwr»sewj ™pˆ tù kat¦ diorismÕn sc»mati, Ótan toà 
¢ntid…kou e„j ›teron meqist£ntoj, perˆ mān toÚtou m¾ ¢kribologèmeqa, 
aÙtoˆ dā Ðrizèmeqa ™f' oŒj t¾n kathgor…an poioÚmeqa, æj ™n tù kat' 
A„sc…nou Dhmosqšnhj: A„sc…nou g¦r ¥gontoj ™pˆ C£rhta t¾n a„t…an tîn 
™gklhm£twn æj strathgÒn, perˆ mān toÚtou oÙdān œfh diiscur…zesqai, e„ 
kaˆ Óti m£lista lelhqÒtwj ¢pologe‹tai Øpār C£rhtoj, æj p£nta Øpār tÁj 
pÒlewj pr£xantoj, ær…sato dā ™f' oŒj A„sc…nou kathgore‹ e„pèn: `™gë g¦r 
oÙdān A„sc…nhn a„tiîmai toÚtwn tîn ™n tù polšmJ pracqšntwn (toÚtwn 
g£r e„sin oƒ strathgoˆ ØpeÚqunoi), oÙd' Øpār toà poi»sasqai t¾n pÒlin 
e„r»nhn, ¢ll' ¥cri toÚtou p£nta ¢f…hmi': eta diorismÒj: `t… oân lšgw kaˆ 
pÒqen ¥rcomai kathgore‹n' kaˆ t¦ ˜xÁj [19.333].  
e„sˆ dā kaˆ ¥llai mšqodoi ¢nakefalaièsewn §j paraful£ttein cr¾ 
Ðrîntaj t¾n metace…rhsin kaq' ¿n ˜k£sth e„sÁktai, kaˆ t¦j mān 
™pika…rouj tîn metaceir»sewn dhloàntaj, t¦j dā ¡plîj e„shgmšnaj 
paraite‹sqai.  
[426.17] crhstšon dā tÍ 
¢nakefalaièsei Ótan poll¦ t¦ 
e„rhmšna Ï, éste <m¾>35 memnÁsqai 
toÝj ¢koÚontaj:  
Ótan dā Ñl…ga Ï,  
parale…pomen. 
 
Ótan mān oân poll¦ Ï t¦  
e„rhmšna, éste m¾ memnÁsqai  
toÝj ¢koÚontaj, tÍ ¢namn»sei 
crhsÒmeqa: Ótan dā Ñl…ga, 
parale…yomen t¾n ¢n£mnhsin. [Anon. 
Seg. 204] 
[426.19] eØr»somen dā diafÒrwj toÝj palaioÝj t¾n ¢nakefala…wsin 
poihsamšnouj. 
[426.20] polloˆ mān oân ™pˆ tšlouj  
™cr»santo aÙtÍ, æj  
 
 
™n tù kat¦ 'Aristokr£touj kaˆ ™n 
tù kat¦ Timokr£touj Ð Dhmosqšnhj, 
œnioi mān oân ™pˆ tšlouj  
e„sˆn aÙtÍ kecrhmšnoi, æj  
kaˆ ™n tÍ kathgor…v tÍ Dhm£dou 
™po…hsen Ð `Upere…dhj,  
kaˆ Ð Dhmosqšnhj ™n tù kat¦ 
'Aristokr£touj kaˆ Timokr£touj. 
polloˆ dā kaˆ ™n tù mšsJ,  œnioi dā kaˆ kat¦ mšson  
                                                 
34
 Ãn Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 52); om. Walz (425.20). 
35
 Suppl. Graeven. 
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™n tù parapresbe…aj.  
toà lÒgou ™cr»santo tÍ ¢namn»sei, 
toutšsti tÍ ¢nakefalaièsei,  
æj ¢mšlei kaˆ aÙtÕj Ð Dhmosqšnhj 
™n tù parapresbe…aj.  
™cr»santo dā aÙtÍ kaˆ metaxÝ tîn 
prohgoumšnwn kaˆ ¢nagka…wn 
p…stewn. 
›teroi dā ½dh metaxÝ tîn 
proeirhmšnwn kaˆ tîn ¢nagka…wn 
p…stewn ¢nšmnhsan tîn 
prohgoumšnwn ¢pode…xewn 
kefalaiwdîj mšllontej perˆ tîn 
¢nagka…wn dialšgesqai. 
œsti dā kaˆ ¥lloj 
¢nakefalaièsewj trÒpoj,  
™pˆ ˜nˆ kefala…J genÒmenoj.  
œsti dā kaˆ ›teroj  
tÒpoj tÁj ¢namn»sewj ¹ gignÒmenoj 
™pˆ ˜nˆ ¢podeicqšnti kefala…J,  
oŒon ...  
 tre‹j oân œcei tÒpouj ¹ ¢n£mnhsij, 
toutšstin ¹ ¢nakefala…wsij, tÕn 
™pˆ tšlei toà lÒgou, tÕn metaxÝ 
ginÒmenon tîn te ¢nagka…wn kaˆ 
tîn prohgoumšnwn ¢pode…xewn, kaˆ 
tÕn ginÒmenon ™pˆ ˜nˆ kefala…J 
¢podedeigmšnJ. 
taÚtV dā diafšrousi  
aƒ ¢nakefalaièseij ¢ll»lwn, Óti ¹ 
mān ™pˆ tšlouj toà lÒgou  
œkqesin œcei kefalaièdh, 
taÚtV dā diafšrousin  
¢ll»lwn aƒ ¢namn»seij, Óti ¹  
mān ™pˆ tšlei ginomšnh toà lÒgou 
œkqesin œcei kefalaièdh tîn 
zhthm£twn ¡p£ntwn kaˆ ¢n£mnhsin 
tîn prohgoumšnwn ¢pode…xewn 
kefalaiwdîj kaˆ tîn ¢nagka…wn, 
¹ dā metaxÝ ¢n£mnhsin  
œcei36 tîn ¢nagka…wn p…stewn,  
¹ dā ™pˆ ˜nˆ kefala…J  
ginomšnh oÙkšti kefala…wn 
¢n£mnhsin œcei, ¢ll¦ lhmm£twn di' 
ïn ¢pede…cqh tÕ proke…menon 
kef£laion.  
¹ dā metaxÝ gignomšnh ¢n£mnhsin 
perišcei tîn ¢nagka…wn p…stewn,  
¹ dā ™pˆ kefala…J ˜nˆ ¢podeicqšnti 
ginomšnh oÙk œti kefala…wn 
¢n£mnhsij, ¢ll¦ tîn lhmm£twn di'  
ïn ¢pede…cqh tÕ proke…menon 
kef£laion. [Apsines 10.3.3-30 Patillon]37 
[426.31] 
de‹ dā ¢nakefalaioàsqai t¦  
„scurÒtera,  
¢ll' oÙdā tîn e„rhmšnwn p£nta 
¢nakefalaiwsÒmeqa, ¢ll' Ósa mān 
„scurîj ™smen lelukÒtej, taàta 
¢nakefalaièsasqai pros»kei,  
paralimp£nein dā t¦ saqrÒtera,  
æj œfamen, 
t¦ dā saqr¦ paralipe‹n. 
kaˆ tîn ™nant…wn t¢nagkaiÒtera 
Ðmo…wj parale…pein. 
oÙ m¾n oÙdā t¦ ¢nagka‹a tîn 
¢ntid…kwn kef£laia p£ntote 
¢namn»somen ¢ll' ™ke‹na § t¾n
                                                 
36
 œcei Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 53); om. Walz (426.28). 
37
 The textual problems in this passage are discussed in Heath (2002) 662-67. 
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¢namn»somen, ¢ll' ™ke‹na, § t¾n 
¢n£mnhsin ¢nagka…an œcei kaˆ ¹m‹n 
cr»simon. [Anon. Seg. 212] 
[427.2] eáre dā kaˆ ¥llhn Dhmosqšnhj kainotšran ¢nakefala…wsin, to‹j 
pršsbesin ¢ntit£xaj toÝj pršsbeaj, kaˆ gr£mmata gr£mmasin: `™peid¾ 
par¦ t¦ gr£mmat£, fhsin, ™pršsbeusan: oátoi dā oÙ par¦ t¦ gr£mmata;' 
[19.278].  
[427.6] tÒte dā de‹ cr»sasqai tÍ ™rgas…v toà koinoà tÒpou, Ótan ¹ toà 
tim»matoj ™xous…a perˆ toà t… cr¾ paqe‹n À38 ¢pot…sai to‹j dik£zousi 
katal…phtai. 
[427.8] poll£kij dā tÕ paqhtikÕn  
 
kaˆ tÕ paqhtikÕn dā mšroj æsaÚtwj: 
Ótan mān g¦r perˆ tÕ pr©gma p£qoj 
e‡h, tÒte kin»somen:  
par»somen, Ótan m¾ œcV tÕ pr©gma 
p£qoj. 
Ótan dā m¾ [e‡h], par»somen. ésper 
g¦r t¦ Ñl…ga kaˆ eÙmnhmÒneuta e„ 
p£lin ¢namn»somen, gelo‹on 
poi»somen, oÛtwj kaˆ t¦ m¾ œconta 
p£qoj ¨n paqa…nein peirasèmeqa, 
¢por»santej toà toioÚtou gelo‹oi 
™sÒmeqa. [Anon.Seg. 205] 
[427.10] `koin¦ dā ¢mfo‹n t¦ telik¦ legÒmena kef£laia' [Hermogenes 52.19f.]: 
telik¦ dā e‡rhtai Óti ™pˆ tšlei tîn lÒgwn t…qetai æj kaˆ ™n tù koinù 
tÒpJ, À Óti žn ›kaston aÙtîn ™n ˜autù tÕ39 tšleion œcei, kaˆ oÙc ésper 
t¦ ¥lla ›teron ™x ˜tšrou kataskeu£zetai, ésper ¹ tîn ™lšgcwn 
¢pa…thsij ™k tîn shme…wn: À Óti t¦ ¥lla p£nta kef£laia kaˆ ¡plîj 
e„pe‹n p£nta t¦ pr£gmata e„j taàta sunte…nei (À g¦r æj nÒmimÒn ti, À æj 
sumfšron, À æj d…kaion, À æj œndoxon, À éj ti toÚtwn proballÒmeqa).  
[427.20] cr»setai dā toÚtoij Ð mān feÚgwn lšgwn Óti `sumfšrei Øm‹n tÕ m¾ 
to‹j sukof£ntaij prosšcein kaˆ pe…qesqai: oátoi g£r e„sin oƒ t¦ koin¦ 
diafqe…rontej', kaˆ Óti `eÜorka paršxetai, e„ m¾ ¢d…kwj ™moà 
katayhfie‹sqe.' Ð dā kat»goroj ™k toà ™nant…ou, Ótan Ð feÚgwn e„s£gV40 
pa‹daj kaˆ œleon, peir£setai taàta ¥kura poie‹n to‹j teliko‹j 
kefala…oij.  
[427.25] `¢f' ïnper kaˆ t¦ proo…mia' [Hermogenes 53.1f.]: dÒxei ¢ka…rwj Ð 
tecnikÕj ™ntaàqa prooim…wn memnÁsqai. ¢ll£ famen Óti perˆ ™pilÒgwn 
dialegÒmenoj, ™peid¾ poll¾n ede suggšneian ™pilÒgwn kaˆ prooim…wn (¢pÕ 
g¦r tîn aÙtîn ¢mfÒtera kataskeu£zetai, kaˆ prÕj tÕ aÙtÕ ˜k£tera 
™pig…netai41) ¢nagka…wj di¦ toàto mšmnhtai diafor©j, cwr…sai tÁj 
koinwn…aj boulÒmenoj: ¢mfÒtera g¦r À œleon À fqÒnon À p£qoj kine‹: 
                                                 
38
 À Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 54); om. Walz (427.8). 
39
 tÕ Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 57); om. Walz (427.14) 
40
 e„s£gV Py (Kowalski (1940-6) 74); e„s£gei Walz (427.23). 
41
 ™pe…getai Py. 
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¢mšlei Dhmosqšnhj Ñrg¾n ™n ¢rcÍ toà prooim…ou kine‹ ™n tù kat¦ Meid…ou 
kathgorîn ¢sšlgeian Meid…ou [21.1]. toàto dā k¢n to‹j ™pilÒgoij poie‹ 
katadrom¦j topik¦j ™rgazÒmenoj.  
[428.4] di£foron dā aÙtîn  
 
tÕ scÁma kaˆ ¹ ˜rmhne…a toà lÒgou. 
diafšrei dā toà ™pilÒgou tÕ 
proo…mion, Óti ™n mān tù prooim…J  
tÕ scÁma kaˆ t¾n ˜rmhne…an 
t¦ mān g¦r toà prooim…ou sc»mata 
mštria enai de‹ kaˆ ½pia kaˆ æj ¥n 
tij e‡poi tiqass£:  
 
mštrion enai de‹ kaˆ <ºp…an>42 
tiqassÕn æj ¨n e‡poi tij, 
™peid¾ g¦r ™n ¢rcÍ n»fousi m©llon 
oƒ ¢kroataˆ, kaˆ oÜpw ¢nakek…nhtai 
aÙtîn tÕ p£qoj, Ðmoiopaqe‹n de‹ 
to‹j ¢koÚousi kaˆ ºršma 
probib£zein43 tÒ te ˜autîn kaˆ tÕ 
tîn ¢kroatîn p£qoj: œsti44 dā toàto 
™¦n to‹j te sc»masi metr…oij kaˆ 
ta‹j lšxesi kaˆ ta‹j sunqšsesin, œti 
dā kaˆ ta‹j Øpokr…sesin metr…aij 
crèmeqa: 
 
Ð dā ™p…logoj toÙnant…on 
kekinÁsqai to‹j sc»masin Ñfe…lei 
kaˆ poll¦j mān ™kbo»seij œcein, 
polloÝj dā scetliasmoÚj:  
™n d' ™pilÒgoij tÕ scÁma 
sugkekinhmšnon  
kaˆ poll¦j mān ™mbo»seij œcon, 
polloÝj dā scetliasmoÚj,  
kaˆ t¦ mān proo…mia sustrof¾n œcei 
tÁj lšxewj, Ð dā ™p…logoj 
lelumšnhn t¾n fr£sin.45 
 
 t»n te ˜rmhne…an sugkeimšnhn ™k 
tropikÁj m©llon kaˆ shmeièdouj 
lšxewj, dunamšnhj mšntoi pese‹n e„j 
politikoÝj lÒgouj.  
oÙ m¾n ¢ll¦ kaˆ Ølik» tij œsti 
diafor£. poll¦ g¦r tîn ™n tù 
prooim…J lecqšntwn oÙk ¢n£gkh 
lšgein ™n to‹j ™pilÒgoij 
œti dā kaˆ toÚtJ  
diafšrei, Óti poll¦ tîn ™n to‹j 
prooim…oij oÙkšt'  
™n ™pilÒgoij lektšon.  
(oŒon ØpopteÚeta… tij di¦ perierg…an 
À di¦ polupragmosÚnhn 
e„sercÒmenoj toÝj ¢gînaj: luqe…shj 
tÁj Øpoy…aj ™n tù prooim…J oÙk œti 
¢n£gkh ™n to‹j ™pilÒgoij perˆ 
toÚtou lšgein), 
 
kaˆ ¥llai tinšj e„si prooimiakaˆ oÙ mÒnon dā tîn prooim…wn e„s… 
                                                 
42
 ºp…an add. Anon. Seg. 237 (see below). 
43
 prosbib£zein RG 7.347.5. 
44
 œstai RG 7.347.5. 
45
 This section (from 428.6 ™peid¾ g¦r ™n ¢rcÍ to 428.16 lelumšnhn t¾n fr£sin) is also found 
in RG 7.347.2-12. 
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Ûlai, a†tinej Ótan diaperaiwqîsin 
™n to‹j prooim…oij, perittÕn 
poioàsin ™n to‹j ™pilÒgoij tÕn perˆ 
˜autîn lÒgon. 
tinej Ûlai, aŒj oÙ crèmeqa  
™n <to‹j> ™pilÒgoij, 
e„sˆ dā kaˆ ™n to‹j ™pilÒgoij Ûlai 
tināj aŒj ™n to‹j prooim…oij oÙ 
crèmeqa  
¢ll¦ kaˆ tîn ™pilÒgwn, ïn oÙk 
œstin ™n to‹j prooim…oij  
cre…a.  
(oŒon perˆ tîn kefala…wn oÙk œcei 
kalîj tÕ t¦j Øpol»yeij ™n to‹j 
prooim…oij lamb£nein: 
˜lkopoi»somen g¦r tÕ proo…mion), 
poi»somen tÕ proo…mion, e„ tîn 
kefala…wn tîn ¢nagka…wn ™n 
toÚtoij t¦j Øpol»yeij lhyÒmeqa, 
™n dā to‹j ™pilÒgoij ¢n£gkh labe‹n 
ti aÙtîn e„j ™p…rrwsin. 
™n dā tù ™pilÒgJ ¢n£gkh p©sa ›n 
ti lamb£nein aÙtîn e„j ™p…rrwsin  
À para…thsin. [Anon. Seg. 19-20, cf. 237] 







diafšrei dā Ð ™p…logoj toà 
prooim…ou kaˆ kat¦ t¾n lšxin kaˆ 
kat¦ t¾n di£noian: kat¦ mān t¾n 
lšxin, Óti ™n ™ke…nJ mān metr…an 
enai de‹ kaˆ ºp…an, ™n toÚtJ dā 
sugkekinhmšnhn kaˆ poll¦j 
™mbo»seij œcousan kaˆ 
scetliasmoÚj: kat¦ dā t¾n 
di£noian,  
Óti tÕ mān p£qoj paraskeu£zei,  
Ð dā ™p…logoj aÜxei. 
Óti ™ke‹ mān p£qoj ™mpoiÁsai de‹, 
™ntaàqa dā proãpÕn aÙxÁsai kaˆ 
™pirrîsai. [Anon. Seg. 237] 
[428.30] Ð dā feÚgwn peir£setai ™n mān to‹j prooim…oij meiîsai tÕ p£qoj 
kaˆ t¾n diabol»n (¥topon g¦r p£nth ¢naire‹n ™x ¢rcÁj prÕ tîn 
¢pode…xewn), ™n dā to‹j ™pilÒgoij met¦ t¾n ¢pÒdeixin ¢naire‹n kaˆ 
diarr»dhn ™kb£llein ™piceir»sei. 
[429.3] `æj ™n tù perˆ prooim…ou' [Hermogenes 53.13]: sÚggramm£ ™stin 
`Ermogšnouj perˆ prooim…ou, Ö eÛrhtai mān ™n ta‹j ¢nagrafa‹j, oÙ fšretai 
dš.  
F16 Anon. RG 7.63.20-23 
tÕn lÒgon perˆ prooim…wn poi»sasqai proeqšmeqa kaˆ oÙ perˆ tîn loipîn. 
¢rkoÚntwj g¦r tù te `Ermogšnei kaˆ Porfur…J kaˆ ˜tšroij perˆ aÙtîn 
lšlektai. 
F17 Simplicius In Cat. 10.20-11.2 (Theophrastus fr. 683 Fortenbaugh) 
Ð dā PorfÚrioj skopÕn enai toà bibl…ou fhsˆn œn te tù prÕj Ged£leion 
kaˆ ™n tù kat¦ peàsin kaˆ ¢pÒkrisin perˆ tîn kathgoroumšnwn: aátai dš 
e„sin aƒ ¡pla‹ fwnaˆ aƒ shmantikaˆ tîn pragm£twn, kaqÕ shmantika… 
e„sin, ¢ll' oÙ kaqÕ lšxeij ¡plîj. kaqÕ mān g¦r lšxeij, ¥llaj œcousi 
pragmate…aj, §j ™n tù Perˆ tîn toà lÒgou stoice…wn Ó te QeÒfrastoj 
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¢nakine‹ kaˆ oƒ perˆ aÙtÕn gegrafÒtej oŒon pÒteron Ônoma kaˆ ·Áma toà 
lÒgou stoice‹a À kaˆ ¥rqra kaˆ sÚndesmoi kaˆ ¥lla tin£ (lšxewj dā kaˆ 
taàta mšrh, lÒgou dā Ônoma kaˆ ·Áma), kaˆ t…j ¹ kur…a lšxij, t…j dā ¹ 
metaforik», kaˆ t…na t¦ p£qh aÙtÁj, oŒon t… ¢pokop», t… ¢fa…resij, t…nej 
aƒ ¡pla‹, t…nej aƒ sÚnqetoi, t…nej aƒ ØposÚnqetoi kaˆ Ósa toiaàta, kaˆ 
Ósa perˆ „deîn e‡rhtai, t… tÕ safāj ™n ta‹j lšxesin, t… tÕ megaloprepšj, 
t… tÕ ¹dÝ kaˆ piqanÒn. 
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2. Translation 
Biographical and bibliographical evidence 
B1 Eunapius Lives of the Sophists  
(a) 4.1.1f. (6.11-13 Giangrande): Porphyry had the standard education, and made 
such rapid progress and reached such a level of attainment that he was a pupil of 
Longinus and soon brought distinction to his teacher. 
(b) 4.1.4 (6.21-24): Under his tuition he achieved the very highest level of culture, 
andlike himreached the highest level of attainment in literary studies and 
rhetoric; however, he was not strongly inclined to that subject, but absorbed every 
branch of philosophy ...  
(c) 4.2.2-3 (9.11-19): ... he did not omit any branch of culture. One might well be 
in doubt and wonder which of the things that he concerned himself with was 
primarywas it that which bears on rhetorical matters? or that which confers 
precision in literary scholarship? or that which is concerned with numbers? or that 
which is inclined to geometry? or that which bears on music? As for philosophy, 
his grasp of logic is beyond conceiving and his grasp of ethics beyond description; 
his grasp of physics and theurgy may be reserved for initiation rites and mysteries. 
To such an extent was this man a being infinitely adaptable to every excellence. 
(d) 4.3 (10.11-13): At this time the foremost rhetoricians in Athens were Paul and 
Andromachus from Syria. 
B2 Eusebius Praep. Evang. 10.3 (Porphyry 408F Smith)  
Porphyry on the Greeks being plagiarists, from Book 1 of the Literary Lectures: 
Giving a feast for us on Platos birthday in Athens, Longinus invited (among 
many others) the sophist Nicagoras, and Maior, Apollonius the grammarian, 
Demetrius the geometer, Prosenes the Peripatetic, and the Stoic Callietes. He 
himself was the seventh at the table with them, and as the meal progressed and a 
discussion about Ephorus arose among the others ...  
B3 Suda P2098 
Porphyry, who wrote against the Christians. His proper name was Basileus; he 
was from Tyre, a philosopher, pupil of Amelius, Plotinus pupil, and teacher of 
Iamblichus. His floruit was in the time of Aurelian, and he survived until the 
emperor Diocletian. He wrote an extraordinary number of books, on philosophy, 
rhetoric and literary studies. He studied with Longinus the critic. On Divine 
Names (1 book); On First Principles (2 books); On Matter (6 books); On the Soul 
in reply to Boethus (5 books); On Abstinence from Animals (4 books); On Know 
Yourself (4 books); On Incorporeals; On the Unity of the School of Plato and 
Aristotle (in 7 books); On Julian the Chaldaeans Philosophical History (in 4 
books); Against the Christians (15 books); On Homers Philosophy; Reply to 
Aristotle on the Soul being an Entelechy; Literary History (5 books); On Genus, 
Species, Differentia, and Proper and Accidental Properties; On the Sources of the 
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Nile according to Pindar; On the Usefulness of Homer to Kings (10 books); 
Miscellaneous Questions (7 books); On Thucydides Proem; In Reply to Aristides 
(7 books); On Minucianus Art; and many other works, especially on astronomy, 
including an Introduction to Astronomy in 3 books; and Grammatical Problems. 
This is the Porphyry who spoke in an offensively insolent way against the 
Christians. 
Testimonia and fragments 
F1a Sopater RG 5.9.14-22 (Porphyry 415F Smith) 
Porphyry, defending Minucianus against the same criticism (since he, too, when 
he said that the rhetor will speak on every political question did not go on to 
explain what is meant by rhetor or rhetoric), advances this defence, which can 
also be appropriately spoken on Hermogenes behalf. He says that he was not 
dealing with the whole of rhetoric, but only with the judicial and deliberative 




F1b ?Marcellinus PS 293.14-26 (Porphyry 415bF Smith)  
Some have criticised Hermogenes: why, when he is going to write about the art of 
rhetoric, did he not first of all give its definition? Porphyry says that there are 
three kinds of rhetoric, deliberative, judicial and panegyric, and that panegyric 
does not fall under the doctrine of issues (since the issues involve a dispute about 
disputed facts, but encomia involve amplification of acknowledged goods); so 
then, with the removal of panegyric, rhetoric would be incomplete; but definitions 
are not of things that are incomplete, but of complete wholes. For this reason, he 
says, he did not give a definition of rhetoric, because he was not dealing with the 
whole of it in this treatise. 
F1c Athanasius PS 181.13-15 (Porphyry 415aF Smith) 
One should not accept Porphyrys defence of Minucianus on behalf of 
Hermogenes as well. 
F2a Sopater RG 5.5.28-8.30  
[5.28] Now that we have dealt with the nature of the art, it is necessary to deal with 
its origin and development as well. It existed initially among the gods. They say 
that Homer proves this when he says the gods were sitting by Zeuss side, 
gathered in assembly [Iliad 4.1]. It reached a peak among the heroes. In fact, Plato 
derives the name from this, from utterance and speaking, since he recognises the 
heroes as dialecticians and rhetoricians.
47
 The poet too is clearly familiar with 
examples of all kinds of rhetoric. He says that the rapid, concise and 
demonstrative rhetor is like snowflakes [Iliad 3.222], and the dense and concise, 
but no less demonstrative, at little length, but very clearly [Iliad 3.214]; he is also 
                                                 
46
 In the discussion that follows (9.22-14.17) there are references to Porphyrys argument at 
5.9.27, 11.29, 14.17f. 
47
 See Cratylus 398de, where hero is associated with eirein, a verb of speaking. 
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familiar with the indiscipline of demagogy, and the character of those who speak 
without judgement or skill, such as Thersites whose head was full of vulgar 
abuse [Iliad 2.213].  
[6.12] They say that the first prosecution speech was made in Athens, when 
Theseus was accused in connection with the death of Hippolytus. Then it went 
into decline. For when tyrannies arose in the cities, inevitably rhetoric, which is 
committed to freedom and opposed to tyranny, became a dangerous crime. It is 
said that in Sicily Phalaris made a demagogic speech and won over the masses by 
his persuasiveness, and so made himself tyrant. 
[6.20] Subsequently Corax was the first to establish a method of instruction in 
rhetoric. Those who practised the art before him did so on the basis of experience 
and hard work, and thus without an understanding of its rationale, or any art. But 
one of Coraxs pupils was Tisias, about whom this story is told. Tisias agreed to 
pay Corax 1000 drachmas when he won his first victory in a case in court; since 
Corax was rather old, he refrained from going to court, to get out of the promise 
by his death. So Corax sued him for the debt, and said just this to the jury: If 
Tisias loses the case about the debt he has to pay me the 1000 drachmas, since he 
has won his first case in accordance with the agreement. Tisias replied by saying: 
If I lose the case about the debt, I owe nothing, since I have won the case about 




[7.9] So there came to be an intense rivalry with them with regard to the art. When 
Gorgias of Leontini came on an embassy to Athens he brought with him the Art 
which he had composed, and himself added another one. After him Antiphon of 
Rhamnous, the teacher of Thucydides, is said to have written another Art, and 
after him the rhetor Isocrates. These were all treatises on demagogic speaking, and 
did not contain any section on issues or the things that are now standard, but a 
certain kind persuasiveness needed for winning over the people. There is no 
dispute that the ancients did use art in their speeches, since the orators clearly 
declaimed the same subjects in different words and different forms speech but 
always in the same wayconjectural subject-matter always in the manner of 
conjecture and using the same heads, and practical subject-matter using the heads 
of the practical issue. So it is clear that they knew these things by some kind of 
tradition. So, then, the written treatises did not deal with these matters. That they 
also had written treatises on judicial oratory is clear from what Isocrates says: It 
remains for us to consider those of our predecessors who had the audacity to write 
a so-called Art. They must not be let off without criticism, since they were not 
able
49
 to teach how to conduct legal cases, picking out the more captious sort of 
                                                 
48
 Crow: korax. The jury might reasonably have been bewildered by exchange reported in this 
mangled version of the story. Corax should argue that if Tisias loses the case about the debt he has 
to pay (in accordance with the verdict), and if he wins the case he has to pay (under the terms of 
their agreement); Tisias should reply that if he wins the case about the debt he does not have to pay 
(in accordance with the verdict), and if he loses he does not have to pay in accordance (under the 
terms of their agreement). Since the confusion occurs twice in this passage it probably does not 
result from textual corruption. 
49
 Isocrates text has they promised. 
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ideas [13.19]. However, these treatises on judicial oratory are not preserved. 
Whether it was in them that these heads and the issues were devised, or whether 
they were transmitted in some other way through instruction, it is clear that they 
proceeded by art; and this is evident from the fact that they all clearly declaimed 
subjects in similar ways. 
[8.5] Rhetoric reached a pinnacle in the demagogy of Demosthenes time. After 
that, in the reign of Antipater, when Hyperides tongue was cut out and 
Demosthenes died, and ninety eight rhetors from Athens are said to have been 
handed over, and very many from the whole of Greece, rhetoric became an object 
of fear, and came to nothing while the Macedonian troubles held Greece in their 
grip. But when the Roman empire reached its peak and a sound political order 
took control of the cities, especially under Hadrian and Antoninus, emperors given 
to rhetoric and literary scholarship, Arts were again composed. The fact that 
Cicero, who lived earlier than they did, also clearly knew this art of rhetoric, 
makes it evident that it did survive. 
[8.18] Of the technical writers currently in circulation, Lollianus was apparently 
the first. He said that there were seven issues, and after him Hermagoras said there 
were five.
50
 Minucianus was their successor. Minucianus is said to have been the 
first to make the division into the thirteen issues, naming them from the aim of the 
defence. Hermogenes came after him. He came from Tarsus in Cilicia, the son of 
the younger Callippus, and had a great talent in this art. He is said to have 
appeared before Hadrian at the age of 18, saying I come before you, your 
majesty, a rhetor under a tutor, a rhetor in his minority.
51
 At the age of 25 he is 
said to have gone completely insane, so that he did not even know his own 
compositions. 
F2b Anon. PS 59.21-60.17 
If every good thing is from god, rhetoric too is from god: being a good thing, it is 
from god. As to the existence of rhetoric among the gods, Homer clearly says the 
gods were sitting by Zeuss side, gathered in assembly [Iliad 4.1], which belongs to 
rhetoric. As to the existence of rhetoric among the heroes, as Homer says words 
like snowflakes [Iliad 3.222]. From the heroes <...> it is found in Sicily, when 
Phalaris practised speaking. Then Corax and his pupil Tisias. Then Gorgias of 
Leontini, when he came to Athens, and Isocrates wrote Arts and achieved 
greatness, and made the name of rhetoric famous in Greece. Under Macedon the 
name of rhetoric was overshadowed, and was seen as something to avoid, 
troublesome and extremely dangerous. Antipater killed 102 rhetors from Athens 
<...> from the whole of Greece. Then when Rome flourished Hermagoras wrote a 
Political Art, and Lollianus. Hermagoras recognised seven issues and Lollianus 
five. Minucianus was the first to set out the thirteen issues. Subsequently 
                                                 
50
 Our source has accidentally transposed the names of Lollianus and Hermagoras here: see n.8 
above. 
51
 Philostratus Lives of the Sophists 2.7 (577-8). On the biographical traditions concerning 
Hermogenes see Heath (1998). 
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Hermogenes proved him guilty of considerable obscurity, and gave his own 
accurate exposition, with the result that he is preferred over Minucianus. 
F3 Nicolaus Progymnasmata 55.18-20 Felten 




F4a Syrianus 2.14.9-14 (Porphyry 416F Smith) 
For this reason Porphyry, in his treatise on the issues, put it well when, to indicate 
the full potential of the invention of thoughts in speech, he said: Since speech is 
thought to have a soul and a body, one could justly regard the invention of 
thoughts as the soul of speech and expression as its body. 
F4b Syrianus 1.93.9-13 (apparatus to Porphyry 416F Smith) 
Hence the philosopher Porphyry, in considering these matters, said very well 
indeed that since speech is thought to have a soul and a body, one could justly 
regard the invention of thoughts as the soul of speech and expression as its body. 
F4c Anon. RG 7.1086.12-7.1 
Hence the philosopher Porphyry, in considering these matters, said very 
intelligently that since speech is thought to have a soul and a body, one could 
justly regard the invention of thoughts as the soul of speech and expression as its 
body. So Porphyry says that speech has a soul and a body, and makes a good 
point. 
F5 Anon., Par. 3032 fol. 137r (Porphyry 417F Smith) 
Porphyry says in the Collection of Rhetorical Questions that there are three 
questions at the most general level: whether something exists, what it is, and what 
qualities it has. Whether something exists <is in question in conjecture, what 
something is> in definition, and what qualities it has in the other issues. 
F6a Anon. RG 7.921.2-4 
The philosopher Porphyry, in his treatise on issues, says that there are seven 
elements of circumstance: person, act, time, place, manner, cause and material. 
F6b Maximus Planudes RG 5.466.18f. 
... those who say (among whom the philosopher Porphyry is included) that matter 
is a seventh element of circumstance. 
F7 Porphyry RG 4.397.8-399.26  
[397.8] Since the prosecutor, in making the sequence of events into signs, seems to 
coerce the juror and persuade him that it was because of the crime of which he is 
accused that the defendant did these things, the defendant has to argue against 
                                                 
52
 The reference is to the three classes of oratory: cf. 54.23-5 (panegyric ... judicial and 
deliberative), 3.20-4.5 etc. See also F1b. 
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this, and assert that it was not because of the alleged wrongdoing that he acted, 
spoke or experienced the emotion. This is the transposition of the cause, which the 
followers of Hermagoras call gloss. 
[397.15] It is a solution to the sequence of events, and a solution with a 
counterposition. It will take the form either of a counterstatement, or of a 
transference, or of a counteraccusation, or of a plea of mitigation. 
Counterstatement, if we put forward some benefit; e.g. I take responsibility for 
the disinherited so that destitution will not make them turn to theft or conspiracy. 
Likewise, it is also counterstatement when someone who has weapons is tried for 
conspiring to establish a tyranny; he will say I am keeping them for the city for 
use in emergency. <Transference ... Counteraccusation ...> Pleas of mitigation 
are those based on ignorance, drunkenness (e.g. the rich young man who swore at 
a party that he would be tyrant: he will say no one takes any notice of things said 
in celebration and drink); also on age (it is characteristic of young men to make 
threats about tyrannies and engage in that kind of empty bragging); and there is a 
transposition based on pity, as in the case of the man burying the recently slain 
corpse (I buried him out of pity). 
[397.30] The most general difference between glosses is twofold: some we find 
inherent in the subject, others we ourselves derive from other sources and furnish 
for ourselves. The subject itself provides one, as in the case of the man who left a 
talent in his will to another mans wife, saying that he did so because of her 
chastity; she is then charged with adultery. Here the gloss is inherent in the 
question: i.e. that the gift was because of her chastity. From outside the 
hypothesis, when we ourselves seek out the gloss and furnish it for ourselves, as 
in the case of the rich man looking at the acropolis: he will say that he was feeling 
pity for the victims of tyranny. 
[398.9] The question of the number of glosseswhether one should use many or 
one, and whether they should be speculative or concertedhas already been 
discussed. 
 [398.11] The prosecutor expels the defendants gloss by denying the consequent or 
demanding it. E.g.: Pericles is tried before the Megarians because of the decree, 
having been carried there.
53
 He will say: I acted for your own good. When the 
Athenians were going to attack you I used the decree to put an end to their anger. 
The opponent will expel this by demanding the consequent, saying: If that is the 
case, then you should have repealed it subsequently. The inference from this is 
reached by the denial of the consequent: Well then, you did not do that: so it was 
not as a favour to the Megarians that you proposed it. For in the demand for the 
consequent the positive is put first, then the negation follows. Conversely, when 
we put the denial first we confirm it by the positive. E.g. You acted for our good: 
then you should not have abided by what was inscribed in the public record, nor 
have resisted the Spartans when they asked you to revoke it. But you did this, and 
resisted. So it was not out of good will towards the Megarians that you did this. 
Likewise in the case of the man who looked after the disinherited; he will say: I 
                                                 
53
 I.e. by a storm or similar misadventure. 
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did this for the good of the city, to ensure that lack of necessities did not make 
them conspire against the city. The opponent will solve this by saying: When the 
city was in shortage you should have sought honour by donations of grain or 
contributed when she needed money; but you did not do these favours, so it was 
not out of good will that you acted. This again is from the demand for the 
consequent, and then its denial. Or again: But I looked after them out of pity. He 
will eject this by saying: You should have done so to those who were your own 
people, those attached to you by kinship, or to citizens who suffered from 
misfortunenot to the most wicked. This is from the demand for the consequent. 
Demosthenes in the False Embassy, when Aeschines says with reference to Phocis 
that he was deceived, note how he made the ejection of the gloss: Well then, you 
should hate the man who deceived you; but in fact you do not hate himso you 
were not deceived [cf. 19.102-4]. And from denial thus: It was not right to neglect 
your own people, nor to be aggressive and inconsiderate towards the rest; and you 
are violent towards the citizens and inconsiderate towards your own. So it is not 
through care for the city nor out of pity that you look after these people. 
Demosthenes too from denial: I do not hear any of these words, nor do you 
[19.109].  
[399.18] One should eliminate the glosses right from the prologues; this was 
Demosthenes custom in the case of counterpositionshe prepared the solution to 
counterpositions in advance of their occurrence.  
[399.20] The expulsion of glosses can also be achieved by the progressive 
elimination of causes. We begin by denying all the others in order to box our 
opponent into one, as in the case of the woman accused of adultery because she 
wept at night; the prosecutor will say: Your father has not died, nor your brother, 
nor your children. Demosthenes made use of this when he said if you show 
through naiveté or ignorance [19.98]. 
F8 Sopater Division of Questions 35.20-26 
Next you will place an exception, according to Porphyry, based on manner. He 
says that the accusation of complicity is unreasonable, given that they have not 
been tried in a legally constituted court or found guilty in accordance with the 
laws, but have fallen victim to their enemies malice. So some use an exception in 
this and similar cases, but others do not. 
F9 Sopater and Marcellinus RG 4.520.20-522.26  
[520.20] The resources which we will use to amplify the sequence of events are 
also the resources which we will use for the treatment of importance. The first 
topic of the amplificatory arguments is that from quantity. It is roughly as follows: 
when we are able to show from a single action performed that there have been 
wrongs done or benefits conferred. The second is from quality, e.g. who is 
affected, the city or the victim, and whether the person who did it wronged or 
benefited the city in a public or a private capacity. 
[520.28] We shall confirm these things: 
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from the heads of purpose: from honour, perhaps (that what was done brings 
great honour to the cityor dishonour and outrage); from goodness: that the 
action was good, or on the contrary disgraceful. 
from the concomitants of the action: these are, as has often been indicated: 
person, place, manner, time, cause, attitude; and according to Porphyry also 
occasion and matter; and: 
<from the concomitants of the person:> individual character; age; status; 
occupation; fortune. 
<from probability:> the probability of the occasion; the probability of the 
manner; the probability of the place; the probability of the cause.  
[521.4] <From the concomitants of the action:> 
- from person: e.g. You, men of Athens, when the Spartans ruled by land and sea 
and the territory surrounding Attica was held by governors and garrisons, Tanagra, 
Euboea and the whole of Boeotia ... [Dem. 18.96].  
- from place: if the action was not done in a corner but in open view, then the 
wrongdoing is great because of the conspicuousness of the place. 
- from occasion: if he wronged or benefited someone in a time of need, the wrong 
or benefit was great. 
- from manner: whether easily or with difficulty, by persuasion or force; you will 
amplify, indicating the exceptional degree of the agents courage, or his 
outstanding skill or intelligence.  
- from matter: if there is something remarkable or paradoxical about the resource 
used. 
- from cause: if it occurred for some particularly praiseworthy or blameworthy 
reason, the action is great, as in the dissolution of a tyranny on account of 
freedom.  
- from attitude: e.g. if he was well-disposed or ill-disposed. 
from quantity: 
- with respect to person: that there was benefit, or harm, to many people; 
- with respect to time: that it extends to a long period, as in the case of the man 
who puts an end to a tyranny, that the benefit is everlasting, since no one will be 
tyrant in future, now that this man has voluntarily laid the tyranny aside: 
- from quantity with respect to the consequences: that the results were many and 
great. 
<from the concomitants of the person:> 
- from individual character, when we say that he is the first or only person to dare 
such a thing, as Demosthenes does in On the Crown: You all know that you have 
before now crowned many politicians: but none of you could name another man
I mean an adviser or oratoron whose account the city has been crowned, except 
me [Dem. 18.94].  
- from age: whether he is young or old, bold or cautious. 
- from status: whether a private individual or an official. 
- from occupation: whether a farmer or a merchant. 
- from fortune: whether poor or wealthy. 
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- from nationality: whether Greek or non-Greek. 
- from nature: whether male or female. 
from probability, if the action was performed: 
- contrary to the probability of the place: where no one would have expected. 
- contrary to the probability of the time: when no one supposed. 
- contrary to the probability of the manner: that it was not likely in such a manner, 
i.e. in a paradoxical manner (e.g. using skill, trickery or speech, in a manner that 
no one expected). 
- contrary to the probability of the cause: that the cause was such-and-such. 
[522.12] We have gone through all these modes out of competitive ambition. But 
sufficient arguments for importance are those from the future, when we can show 
that the outcomes are many and great; e.g.: It is a terrible thing to break into 
temples and steal what is inside them, even if it is not sacred property: for private 
persons deposits will lose their security, and from this will come crimes against 
dedications, contempt for the sacred, disdain for piety, loss of valuables among the 
citizensfor if not even temples are trustworthy repositories, what are we to think 
of storerooms in houses? We will also argue from the less: Since, even if he had 
only broken in, he would not have escaped the charge of temple-robbery, he can 
scarcely do so now that he has added theft to breaking in. 
[522.25] Amplifications come from these sources; diminutions from their opposites. 
F10 Anon. RG 7.235.4-21 
This is the difference where there is some suffering and unjust action in the 
subject-matter. Where there is not (as in this counterplea: when Cleon made his 
promise about Pylos, Alcibiades laughed; he is charged with aggressive 
behaviour) there is another difference, that stated by Porphyry. In counterplea the 
act is permissible in its entirety, but in objection it is not permissible in its entirety 
(e.g. Alcibiades laughter is permissible in every respect, including time and place; 
but killing the poor man who has been condemned to death is not permissible 
without qualification) ... According to our teacher Paul, another difference should 
be added: that objection is always based on some law, while counterplea may be 
based on custom or nature or law. With regard to that based on nature or custom, 
there is nothing in common between them at all; with regard to that based on law, 
the only case in which they do have something in common, Porphyrys distinction 
is satisfactory. 
F11a Anon. RG 7.203.22-204.4 
It is better to set these aside and accept Porphyrys distinction. It is as follows: if 
the wrongdoing is such that it could have been avoided, but allows of some 
extenuation, it is a case of transference (e.g. the law requires an ambassador to set 
out within 30 days, having received his travelling expenses from the treasurer: 
someone does not receive his expenses, stays, and is prosecuted: here the 
wrongdoing could have been avoided, since the ambassador could have taken out 
a loan or paid the expenses from his own resources). But if it could not have 
happened otherwise, that makes it mitigation (e.g. because a storm blew up the 
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generals did not recover the bodies of those who died at the battle of Arginusae, 
and they are prosecuted: they could do nothing about it because they were 
prevented by the storm). 
F11b Christophorus fol. 101v-102r 
Porphyry states this difference: if the wrongdoing is such that it could have been 
avoided, but allows of some extenuation, it is a case of transference (e.g. the 
ambassador: he could have got his travelling expenses from another source and 
gone on the embassy), but if it could not have happened otherwise, but there was a 
complete necessity for the act to be performed, that makes it mitigation (as in the 
case of the ten generals who do not recover the bodies of the fallen because a 
storm blows up: they could do nothing about it because they were prevented by 
the storm). Eustathius concurs with this. 
F11c Maximus Planudes RG 5.261.1-4 
Porphyry says that if the wrongdoing is such that it could have been avoided, but 
allows of some extenuation, it is a case of transference, but if it could not have 
happened otherwise the question is one of mitigation. 
F12a Anon. RG 7.596.14-20 
I have said this because there are those who assume other heads in the practical 
issues. I will pass over the people of no significance who have naively promoted 
certain ways of articulating an argument [epikheirêmata] to the rank of heads, but I 
will mention Porphyry, who counted importance and relative importance among 
the heads of the practical issue. 
F12b Georgius fol. 214v 
Others, including Metrophanes and Porphyry, say that the two amplificatory heads 
are relevant in the practical issueI mean importance and relative importance. 
F13a Marcellinus RG 4.268.16-269.1 
The two verbal instruments in conflict of law must be in force. I say this, since it 
may be that one is already in force, while the other is only now being introduced. 
This does not constitute conflict of law, but the practical issue, as Porphyry says. 
For example, the law requires three days of deliberation over a declaration of war; 
when Philip seizes Elateia Demosthenes proposes an immediate sortie; Aeschines 
opposes. In this case the law is in force, and the motion being proposed must be 
subjected to scrutiny. But in fact Porphyry seems to have overlooked the 
difference between the practical issue when it is based on a conflict of law and 
conflict of law as such: for sometimes the practical issue also has two laws, but in 
conflict of law the decision required concerns a previous violation of the law, 
while in the practical issue there is deliberation and an enquiry as to which of the 
laws should be violated and which allowed to remain in force. 
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F13b Nilus fol. 170v 
Porphyry said that conflict of law wants to be based on two verbal instruments 
that are in force. 
F14 Sopater Division of Questions 381.29-382.2 
Then importance, that the blow is serious; and you will produce all the lines of 
argument [epikheirêmata] that confirm importance. These are clear from the 
discussion of definition and Porphyrys Art. 
F15 Metrophanes, Athanasius, Porphyry, and Polemo RG 4.422.18-429.5 
[422.18] Some have said that epilogues are a second speech,
54
 incorrectly: for an 
epilogue is speech uttered in addition to demonstrations that have already been 
spoken, but in second speeches other heads and arguments are found.  
[422.22] It occurs in all:
55
 since common quality is a feature of all speeches, and 
not just of conjectural ones, he has good reason to teach it in full in conjecture, to 
ensure that we are not ignorant of it in the other issues either. He has already 
established as a premise that the heads of conjecture contribute to the other issues 
as well. 
[422.27] An epilogue is speech uttered in addition to demonstrations that have 
already been spoken, containing a collection of facts, characters and emotions; or 
a restatement of what has been said; or speech strengthening what has been said.
56
  
[422.30] Or according to Minucianus speech containing intensification or 
diminution of events, in which too there is the so-called vivid description 
[diatupôsis] or elaboration [diaskeuê] exciting emotion and leading the juror to a 
clear scrutiny of events. Epilogues also contain exhortations, recapitulations and 
supplementary narratives.  
[423.3] The function of the epilogue according to Plato in the Phaedrus [267d] is by 
speaking in a summary to give the audience a reminder at the end; second, to 
praise or blame; third, to give a reminder of what has been said.
57
 
[423.7] They are introduced by prosecutors running through the charge in the 
manner of a common topic, and by defendants recapitulating points in a similar 




[423.10] Plato, who had a good knowledge of the management of pity and emotion, 
expressed it clearly in a single phrase in the Apology, when he speaks of these 
pathetic dramas.
59
 He gives the appearance of making overt use of them while 
                                                 
54
 Cf. Hermogenes 52.6f. 
55
 Lemma from Hermogenes 52.7. 
56
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 198-200. 
57
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 207-8; the apparent duplication of the first and third functions results from the 
running together of a reference to Plato with a citation of Aristotle. 
58
 Abbreviated from Hermogenes 52.8-17. 
59
 Apology 35b. The rest of the paragraph adapts material from 34b-e. 
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setting them aside on the grounds that it is not fitting for a philosopher and a man 
who has reached such a level of virtue to secure his safety by making people pity 
and feel sorry for him, but was almost misleading in what he said, using a 
remarkable and very rhetorical technique, by means of which he raised his own 
dignity while at the same time not foregoing the advantage that arises from this 
matter, assigning what is appropriate to eachsolemnity to philosophy and what 
belongs to that science to rhetoric. Positing one of the jury being annoyed about 
why he is treating them superciliously by rejecting a verdict based on pity, he 
says: Perhaps one of you will be annoyed if I do not supplicate with my children 
and my wife and many tears, and I do none of this. I do have sons. But this kind of 
behaviour does not contribute to the good reputation either of myself or of the 
city; it is not right for someone of high dignity to resort to appeals to pityso 
saying this in the form of a reply, as if he were forced to, he insinuated the things 
that move the jury to pity, when he says: Perhaps one of you will be annoyed, 
when he remembers his own experience, if in a lesser case than this he begged and 
supplicated the jury with many tears, presenting his children to extract the 
maximum pity, and his other relatives and friends, while I do none of these things, 
although I am exposed, as it may appear, to the ultimate danger (and so on). Then 
he added the argument from dignity to the technique: Why, then, will I do none 
of these things? Not out of obstinacy, nor doing you any dishonour (and what 
follows). 
[424.9] Appeals to pity are characteristic of the defence, and the prosecutor must 
expel them. For pity often dissolves the intensity of the prosecution. That this has 
the greatest potency can be seen from this: Callixenus persuaded the Athenians to 
condemn the generals to death just by introducing into court the relatives of the 
fallen dressed in morning and weeping and bearing the suppliants olive-branch.
60
 
This head is so powerful that, even though the reason for the failure to recover the 
bodies was patently obvious, they did not forbear from condemning generals who 
had won such a glorious and decisive victory. So the prosecutor needs a strong 
counter. So what will he do? He will deploy the heads of purpose against the 
appeals to pity. 
[424.23] Common quality is common to the two parties. 
[424.24] One should realise that the epilogue is often omitted, and sometimes also 




[424.27] One should take care in epilogues that if we are prosecuting we make the 
audience hostile to the defendant, and if we are offering a defence we make the 
juror well-disposed to ourselves.
62
   
[424.30] Aristotle says
63
 that there are four parts of the epilogue: first, moving the 
audience to emotion; secondly making them take a hostile attitude to our 
                                                 
60
 Cf. Xenophon Hellenica 1.7.8; sch. Dem. 20.68 (157). 
61
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 202. 
62
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 235. 
63
 Rhetoric 1419b10-13. 
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opponents and a favourable one to ourselves; also amplification and debasement: 
and finally giving a reminder. Often one should not use all of them, but only 
some. 
[425.3] The methods of recapitulation among the ancients are diverse. They use 
recapitulations based on: 
- fiction, as Hyperides does: when he wanted to recapitulate what had been said, 
he introduced it in a fiction.
64
  
- cause, as in Platos Phaedrus, on the basis of the stated causes by means of 
which he reasonably gives a reminder of what has been said. 
- promise: that having previously made a promise we wish to fulfil what was 
promised in a summmary, as we find in the False Embassy: I want to reckon up 
the charges from the beginning, to show that I have done everything I promised at 
the beginning of the speech [19.177]. 
- comparison with another, as Demosthenes does in the same speech: by 
comparing the ambassadors to others [19.278] he made the introduction of the 
recapitulation inevitable, as has already been said. 
- enquiry: the orator gave a splendid example in On the Crown: wanting to go 
through all the praises of himself in a summary, since this would be irritating to 
the audience, he devised the technique of enquiry, which enabled him 
simultaneously with pomp and elaboration but without giving offence to go 
through all his virtues while appearing to speak under compulsion. He represents 
Aeschines posing a question, introducing him thus: Then you ask me for what 
virtue I think I should be honoured? I tell you that when all the politicians on the 
Greek side were corruptedstarting from youfirst by Philip, then by Alexander, 
no occasion and nothing else whatsoever could win me over [18.297f.]. 
Another possibility is based on: 
- concession, using the figure of drawing a distinction, when the opponent tries to 
transfer the blame to another party, and we do not discuss that in detail, but define 
for our part the grounds on which we are making our accusation, as Demosthenes 
does in Against Aeschines: when Aeschines shifts the basis of the accusation to 
Chares, as general, he says that he does not insist on that (even if he does 
surreptiously defend Chares to the utmost, as acting entirely for the good of the 
city), but defines the grounds of his accusation against Aeschines, when he says: 
I do not blame Aeschines for what was done in the war (it is the generals who are 
answerable for that), nor for the fact that the city made made peaceup to that 
point I leave everything to one side. Then the drawing of the distinction: What, 
then, am I saying, and at what point does my accusation begin? (and so on) 
[19.333]. 
                                                 
64
 The reference is to Hyperides Against Demades. Cf. Hyperides fr. 76 Jensen = Apsines 10.9 
Patillon, John Diaconus on pseudo-Hermogenes On Method, fol 481v (Rabe (1908) 144): 
Hyperides summarised his attack on a decree proposed by Demades in honour of Euthycrates by 
reading out a fictive decree telling the truth about the honorand. The extract from John Diaconus 
printed by Rabe introduces a fivefold classification of recapitulations, and then gives that based on 
fiction at greater length, with the example from Hyperides in detail; but Rabe does not reproduce 
the rest of the classification. 
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There are other techniques for recapitulation, as well, which one should pay 
careful attention to, observing the manner of treatment used to introduce each of 
them, and exhibiting those treatments that are opportune, but avoiding those that 
are introduced baldly.  
[426.17] One should use recapitulation when many things have been said, with the 




[426.19] We will find that the ancients used different kinds of recapitulation. Many 
used it at the end, as Demosthenes does in Against Aristocrates and Against 
Timocrates; many too in the middle, as in On the Embassy; and they used it also 
between the leading and necessary proofs. There is also another mode of 
recapitulation, occurring at the end of an individual head. These recapitulations 
differ from each other in that that at the end of the speech contains a summary 
exposition; that in between has a reminder of the necessary proofs; that occurring 
at the end of an individual head does not contain a reminder of the heads, but of 
the lemmata used to demonstrate the preceding head.
66
  
[426.31] One should recapitulate the stronger points but pass over the less sound 




[427.2] Demosthenes invented another, innovative recapitulation, opposing 
ambassadors to ambassadors, mandate to mandate: Since they conducted their 
embassy contrary to their mandate, he says: but didnt these men act contrary to 
their mandate?  [19.278].  
[427.6] The development of the common topic should be used when the power to 
fix the penaltywhat punishment or reparation should be imposedresides with 
the jury. 
[427.8] Often we will pass over the emotive element, when the act does not have 
any emotion in it.
68
  
[427.10] The so-called heads of purpose are common to both sides:
69
 they are 
called telika because they are placed at the end [epi telei] of speeches (as also in 
common topic); or because they are complete [teleion] in themselves, and unlike 
other heads are not confirmed one by another (as the demand for evidence is 
confirmed by the signs); or because all the other heads, and to put it simply 
everything else altogether, leads to these (for we put something forward as lawful, 
or as advantageous, or as just, or as honourable, or as one of these). 
                                                 
65
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 204. 
66
 Cf. Apsines 10.3.3-30 Patillon; this passage, and the nature of leading and necessary proofs, 
is discussed in Heath (2002). 
67
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 212. 
68
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 205. 
69
 Lemma from Hermogenes 52.19f. Heads of purpose translates telika kephalaia; the following 
discussion of this term turns on multiple sense of the Greek word telos (purpose, end, completion). 
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[427.20] The defendant will use these saying: It is in your interest not to pay 
attention to malicious prosecutors or be persuaded by them: they are the people 
who undermine the public interest. And: You will be faithful to your oath if you 
do not condemn me unjustly. The prosecutor, on the contrary, when the defendant 
introduces his children and pity, will try to nullify these using the heads of 
purpose.  
[427.25] From the same topics as prologues:
70
 the theorist may seem to have 
mentioned prologues here inopportunely. But we say that in discussing the 
epilogue, since he saw that there is a close affinity between the epilogue and the 
prologue (both are confirmed from the same things, and each exists with a view to 
the same thing), for this reason he necessarily mentions the difference between 
them, wishing to distinguish what they have in common: both excite pity, or 
resentment or emotion; for instance, Demosthenes excites anger at the beginning 
of the prologue in Against Meidias, accusing Meidias of bullying [21.1]. He does 
this in the epilogue as well, launching attacks in the manner of a common topic. 
[428.4] They differ in figuration and style of expression. In the prologue the figures 
should be moderate, mild and (so to speak) tamed; since the jury is more sober at 
the beginning and their emotion has not yet been stirred up, one should share the 
audiences emotional state and advance ones own and the audiences emotion 
gently. This is the case if we are moderate in the use of figures, vocabulary and 
arrangement of words, and moderate too in delivery. The epilogue, by contrast, 
should be made vigorous by the use of figures, and should have many 
exclamations and many reproaches. Prologues are tightly expressed, while 
epilogue is free in its style. In addition, there is also a difference with regard to the 
material. Many of the things said in the prologue do not need to be said in the 
epilogue; for example, someone is suspect when he enters court because of his 
interfering and officious behaviour: since the suspicion has been resolved in the 
prologue it is not necessary to speak about it in the epilogue; and there are other 
kinds of prologue material which, once they have been thoroughly covered in the 
prologue, make it superfluous to mention them in the epilogue. There are also 
kinds of material in the epilogue which we do not use in the prologue (e.g. it is not 
a good idea to bring preconceptions concerning the heads of argument into the 
prologue: that will open up old wounds in the prologue), but in the epilogue it is 
necessary to include them to some extent to strengthen the case. The difference, 
then, is that the one prepares the emotion, while the epilogue amplifies it.
71
 
[428.30] The defendant will try in the prologue to minimise the emotion and the 
prejudice (it would be absurd to eliminate it entirely at the outset, before the 
demonstrations), but in the epilogue after the demonstration he will try to 
eliminate it and expel it altogether. 
[429.3] In my treatment of the prologue:
72
 there is a treatise by Hermogenes on 
the prologue, which is found in the records, but is not extant.  
                                                 
70
 Lemma from Hermogenes 53.1f. 
71
 Cf. Anon. Seg. 19-20, 237. 
72
 Lemma from Hermogenes 53.13. 
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F16 Anon. RG 7.63.20-23 
We have proposed to discuss prologues, and not the other parts, since there has 
been adequate discussion of these by Hermogenes, Porphyry and others. 
F17 Simplicius In Cat. 10.20-11.2 (Theophrastus fr. 683 Fortenbaugh) 
Porphyry says in To Gedalius and By Question and Answer that the books theme 
is concerned with predicates. These are simple vocalisations that signify things, in 
so far as they are significant, and not simply as verbal expressions. As verbal 
expressions they belong to other disciplines, to which Theophrastus gave the 
impetus in his On the Parts of Speech, and his associates, who have written on 
(e.g.) whether nouns and verbs are parts of speech, or also articles, conjunctions 
etc. (for these too are components of verbal expression, but nouns and verbs are 
parts of speech), and what is standard usage and what metaphorical, and what its 
modifications are (e.g. what apocope and aphaeresis are, which are simple, which 
compound and which derived from compounds, and suchlike); also what has been 
said about types of style [ideai]what clarity is in verbal expression, what 
grandeur, what pleasantness, what persuasiveness. 
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39 
Additional notes, March  2003 
Subsequent research suggests the following corrections to the discussion of 
Porphyrys rhetorical writings in Heath (2003a): 
144: For reasons explained in Heath (forthcoming), I now date Aelius Theon to 
the fifth century; on the title of Theons collection see bid. n.45. To the list of 
attested collections of declamation themes add Anastasius ™n tÍ sunagwgÍ tîn 
problhm£twn, quoted by Georgius fol. 143r (Schilling (1903) 733-5). Anastasius 
of Ephesus is also cited in RG 6.253.22-5 as denying the authenticity of the 
Fourth Philippic. 
146 n.18: John Ð shmeiogr£foj should be deleted from the list of commentators 
on Hermogenes. The rhetor cited as Ð shmeiogr£foj in Christophorus and Nilus 
is probably identical with  the sophist John Ð shmeiogr£foj, who was teaching in 
Alexandria in the 480s, and with John of Alexandria who wrote a theoretical work 
on the characteristics of and differences between the issues. For more detail see 
Heath (2003b) 33. 
157: I no longer think it adequate to describe the Sopater of RG 4 as a redacted 
version of Sopater in RG 5: instead we are dealing with two substantively 
different commentaries. The Sopater who wrote the commentary from which RG 5 
derives worked (probably) in the late fourth century; the excerpts in RG 4 derive 
from commentary which incorporated material adapted from the earlier Sopater, 
but also from other sources, including at least one which is likely to date to the 
fifth century. The Sopater of RG 4, who is likely to be the Sopater who wrote the 
Progymnasmata cited by John of Sardis, can plausibly be identified with a sophist 
of that name who taught in Alexandria in the 480s. See Heath (2003b) 27-33, and 
(forthcoming). 
161: The distinction between the Sopater of RG 5 and the Sopater of RG 4 is also 
relevant here. I now suspect a change of source at RG 4.520.6; but since the the 
Sopater of RG 4 combined (without always properly integrating) material from a 
number of sources, I would regard this as evidence of a change of source within 
Sopater, rather than as evidence of a change of source within the three-man 
commentary. 
164 n.100: Analysis of their respective treatments of metalepsis provides further 
evidence against the identification of the Sopater of Division of Questions with the 
Sopater of the commentary on Hermogenes: see Heath (2003b) 11f. 
I should have included a reference to an intriguingly entitled work which 
mentioned Porphyry, probably as a technical writer on rhetoric, and presumably in 
an uncomplimentary way. See Suda A2180: 'Androkle…dhj, Ð toà Sunes…ou toà 
Ludoà toà Filadelfšwj uƒÒj. oátoj dā ™pˆ Porfur…ou toà filosÒfou 
™d…dasken, ™peid¾ mšmnhtai aÙtoà ™n tù Perˆ toà [tîn Portus] ™mpodën 
tecnolÒgwn.  
 
 
